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Hawks win tourney
Hawks outlast Badgers in shootout and come home from Guelph victorious for the third year in a row Photo Chris Skalkos
Newbrough still here
Steve Doak
The Cord
The rumors of Rich New-
brough's retirement have been
greatly exaggerated. An article
in the November 24 issue of the
Kitchener-Waterloo Record
said that Newbrough was plan-
ning to take an early retirement
package from Laurier. A week
later, he said that he would not
be leaving because he is not
eligible for such a package.
This year is Newbrough's
twenty-fifth year as part of
WLU's athletics. He has been
athletic director and football
coach for nine of those years. He
is currently the only university
athletic director in Canada who
also serves as a coach.
Newbrough said that he had
been interested in an early retire-
ment package that would allow
him to retire this year with full
pension. He discovered later that
he will not be eligible for early
retirement for another five years
under Laurier's retirement policy.
Even at that point, he will only
receive half of his pension.
The Record's article reporting
his plans for retirement was based
on an interview at the end of the
football season. At that time,
Newbrough was "down and
tired." He was disappointed thai
the Golden Hawks did not win in
the first round of playoffs,
whereas last year they won the
Vanier Cup.
Newbrough said he is "ex-
tremely worried about the future."
Although he thinks "the athletes
we're getting are better" than in
the past, the athletics departmenl
as a whole is under-funded and
under-staffed. Use of presentl>
existing facilities will have to be
maximized in upcoming years b>
promoting sports other than foot-
ball. Water sports and indoor
sports will likely receive more at-
tention. The installation of astro-
turf in Seagram Stadium will al-
low it to be used for more sports
than if the grass field is kept.
Across the country, athletics
departments are being affected by
poor funding to universities. The
University of Toronto recently
announced that it may disband its
football team, the Varsity Blues.
Laurier's athletics are run
more efficiently than most other
schools, but Newbrough is
worried about the future. The
athletics budget for next year is
being cut by $50,000 from this
year's total. Newbrough said that
even with less funding, Laurier
still has a good nucleus, but con-
ditions demand new styles of op-
eration. He said "we're trying to
make chicken salad out of chick-
en feathers".
I Rich Newbrough. File Photo
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Why Rent?
Be Your Own Landlord!!
For as little as $300. / mo. * Sm
you can make an investment II II - B
in your future. Take advantage ||= I H
of low interest rates, sell on JWTfr
W
graduation and split the profits! Jjf
.
Call Jacqueline Costello
rROYAL LcPAGE = _=. Realtor
4
O—l MB = 258 King Street North, Waterloo
Royal LePage Real Estate Services
886-9000 office
based on 3 people
Let's work together to make your weekly garbage and Blue Box collection as easv and
efficientas possible! Just follow these few, simple guidelines for problem-free collection
Acceptable Garbage Containers:
YES: Regular garbage can with a watertight lid and 2 mounted handles.
Regular size plastic garbage bag.
Brush and garden waste in tied bundles, no more than 3 ft. in any
dimension.
Ifyou can't lift a can or bag higher than 3 ft, neither can we!
NO: Cardboard boxes.
Plastic pails or buckets will be considered garbage.
Numerous small bags. More than 3 should be placed in a regular sized
garbage can or bag.
The Blue Box:
YES: Bottles and cans.
Newspapers, inserts, and phone books. ETBPJ
2 litre plastic pop bottles. HHiMf
Corrugated cardboard (bundled to 30"x30"x8" thick,
due to size of opening on truck).
"
Used motoroil (in a sealed plastic container - picked A
up separately with garbage).
NO: Boxboard (cereal, detergent, or shoe boxes). B-4
Glossy or fine paper. *©/
Plastic containers and jugs. ESjljfjsHj
Remember...
Garbage and Recycling must be at curbside by 8:00 a.m.
Statutory holidays make everyone's collection on day later that week.
No large item pickup on Saturdays.
If you have any questions please call 886-2310 or the Recycling Hotline at 886-2634.
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BBA program
reviewed
Andrew Thomson
The Cord
NEWS EDITOR : SHELDON PAGE
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR : INGRID NIELSEN
The School of Business and
Economics created a Program
Review Committee comprised
of faculty, students, alumni,
and members of the business
community to look at the
BBA
program.
The tumultuous changes in
the Canadian economy and busi-
ness environment during the past
few years have been a source
of
grief for many corporations and
their employees, and serves as a
backdrop for the review com-
mittee.
The committee was Co-
Chaired by WLU's Dr. Brian
Smith, and Richard Michalski, a
member of the business com-
munity. Associate Dean of Busi-
ness Bob Ellis was involved in
designing the committee.
The challenge facing the SBE,
said Ellis, was to create a process
that "encourages a more rapid
response to changes in business
to ensure our educational pro-
gram was responsive to these
changes." The current "mechan-
ism of change and renewal
seemed slow and cumbersome."
The committee worked
throughout the summer and fall,
and submitted their report to the
Business Council on October 23.
"I have to commend them, they
came up with an excellent
report," said Ellis.
The committee report ottered
a mission statement and objec-
tives the BBA program should
aspire to. The mission as
determined by the committee is to
achieve excellence in un-
dergraduate management educa-
tion. The primary objective is to
provide a general management
education. To that end, the BBA
program should encourage and
nurture a variety of skills in the
students who are in it
The skills listed ranged from
oral and written to the ability to
understand the many economical,
political, social, and ethical issues
facing managers in McLuhan's
global village.
The report also noted that
while the WLU BBA program
still enjoys a favorable reputation
bothin the business community
and among high school students
contemplating a business degree,
some of the program's distinc-
tiveness has eroded. Other Uni-
versity's including York have in-
stituted first-year entry into
honours business programs, and
new Co-op programs (Brock).
The strengths BBA graduates
are noted by employers for hav-
ing are good team work skills,
people skills, oral communication
skills, and a strong work ethic.
Weaknesses in the program
found by the committee include
writing skills, leadership skills,
computer skills, goal setting/
strategy skills, and international
perspective.
Some changes to the program
based on recommendations by the
review committee have already
been passed, while others will be
discussed at the next Business
Council meeting on January 23.
In the area of writing skills,
Smith noted: "The likely direc-
tion will be to target students with
weak writing skills in years one
and two, and provide them with
special assistance." In addition,
BBA students may now receive
the same minors as students in
other programs, and are no longer
limited by the former provision
for options in a limited number of
subjects.
To address the question of
leadership, a Leadership Review
Committee was established to
look into areas where students
might be able gain leadership ex-
perience. Among the proponents
of a greater focus on leadership
was Alumni committee member
Tim Penner, a general manager of
consumer products at Procter and
Gamble - a company where many
BBA grads have found employ-
ment. The
1
report noted that grad-
uates, from business schools in
general, that lack leadership skills
sometimes lack initiative in tak-
ing on new and challenging
projects. The LRC will promote a
'culture of involvement' for busi-
ness students. How this will be
done is as yet undefined.
Efforts to improve computer
skills have already started, with
more projects in different courses
requiring the use of different soft-
ware packages. The problem as
Dr. Smith said is that "students
having serious weaknesses (in
one area) are trying to hide them"
by deferring to the strengths of
other members of their groups
when dealing with difficult soft-
ware, or a difficult concept.
The SBE fine tunes its programs. Photo: Jason (Rambo) Geroux
Massacre remembered
Crawford Samuel
The Cord
Fourteen women died on De-
cember 6, 1989, and a remem-
brance service was held on De-
cember 7 in the concourse at
noon. Candles were lit and the
names of the fourteen women
who attended Ecole Polytechni-
que were read out.
Mary Bums, a volunteer at the
Women's Centre read from a let-
ter published in the book The
Montreal Massacre.
"We learned that Marc Lepine
was not the madman we had as-
sumed, had even wanted, him to
be...Those who knew him de-
scribed him as average."
The letter, written by Paula
Sypnowich, expressed that the in-
cident at Ecole Polytechnique
was "...a condensed version of the
same old shit."
The commemoration was held
not only by The Women's Centre
but by Men Opposed to Violence
Against Women. Some of the
members of this group spoke, in-
cluding Paul Davock, Terry
Humphries, Dr. Peter Dunn, Dr.
Richard Walsh, Dr. Mort Nelson,
Professor Luke Fusco, and Dr.
Christopher Ross.
"When I was young," Ross
said, "I learned that my mother's
job was to serve the men and
boys in our household. I know
now that my life and relationship
benefits from sharing the work-
load. I am responsible for my be-
havior, and I strive for equal ex-
pectations between men and
women."
Ross's daughter, Julia, lit the
fourteen "symbolic" candles and
then observers were invited to
light the candles provided.
Flame of remberance. Photo: ]o-annJulien
U of W murder
Cathy Jo Noble
The Cord
Waterloo Regional Police are continuing their
investigation of the New Year's Day murder
which occurred on the University of Waterloo
campus.
The murder victim was David Zaharchuk, a 34
year old engineering student of U of W. Zahar-
chuk's body was found in a hallway in the
Engineering 1 building by two campus security
guards around 3 a.m. on January 1.
Waterloo Regional Police reported that the stu-
dent was beaten with a blunt instrument and that the
cause of death was multiple blows to the head. Po-
lice believe that Zaharchuk was working late on his
PhD thesis when the murder occurred.
Detective Dennis Butcher said, "it was definite-
ly a case of the victim being in the wrong place at
the
wrong time." Police report that there was
definite damage and vandalism done to the building
in which Zaharchuk's body was found. Police
speculate that Zaharchuk simply surprised or came
across the intruder(s).
Butcher stated that "there are no suspects at this
time." Police were looking for two men who were
believed to be in the area at the time of the murder.
Police state that "these men are not suspects but
simply people they want to talk to and see what
they may have seen."
One of the men came forward yesterday but was
unable to add to the police investigation. Police said
the man had simply been at a party in the area. The
second man police are trying to locate for informa-
tion was seen in the complex where Zaharchuk's
body was foundaround 1:30 am on January 1.
U of W's security office reported that "every-
thing is back to normal at the university." The U of
W security has increased by four the number of of-
ficers patrolling the campus at night. The security
office said the student walk home service is con-
tinuing but not increasing their service.
Jean McNeill, a constable with WLU security
said that Laurier security is "keeping their eyes and
ears open." The incident has not caused an increase
in the number of Laurier security officers on duty.
New emergency policy
Christina Craft
The Cord
The December 3 Senate meeting went until al-
most 12:00am because topics generated lively
discussion. Many of the issues discussed at
Senate will affect students in a variety of ways.
In response to the recent bomb scare, a new
Emergency Response Policy has been formed.
The government has announced that transfer
grants will not increase to Ontario universities ex-
cept for the Ontario College of Art. There are grave
implications for everyone at Wilfrid Laurier be-
cause this is the first time student fees will increase
without a parallel increase in the transfer grant.
The New Academic Building will be built by
the Fall, 1994.
There will be a funding proposal put forward by
WLU, five other universities and the Six Nations
Indian Community for a University level distance
education program. The proposal will be submitted
to the Ontario government, and students from
reserves will be eligible for diplomas and degrees
from any of the six institutions.
A few changes were made to several courses in
the Arts and Science Faculty. In Biology, Geog-
raphy and Philosophy course requirements were
changed. The changes will likely appear in the
1993/94 calendar.
The Dean of the School of Business and Eco-
nomics, Arthur Reed, made a motion that students
in the BBA program would be required to be regis-
tered as full-time students in each of their four aca-
demic years. The motion was defeated.
Business students will be able to complete
minors instead of options effective January 1, 1993.
A few course requirements were also made to the
Management Studies and the Diploma in Account-
ing program, as well as some editorial changes to
some fourth year business courses (these changes
will be shown in the 1993/94 calendar).
The Senate approved the introduction of an
Honours Arts and Honours Music combined de-
gree.
Linear Algebra will now be a required course in
second year for the Honours Economics Program.
Pending funding, there could be a new M.A.
program in English.
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WANTED
Meetings in the Cord
offices every
Wednesday
ats:3o.
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I
Xhe WLU Student Help Line a confidential
listening/referral service. Volunteers are
trained student speacializing in academic or
personal problems.
"The Safe Choice" 884-PEER
This program provides a safe walk to your n tt« nt fTV a TT
Aftssrzzssz. Public Board ofDirector Hours
,h Tuesdays 11am-2pm
Emergency Procedures. This service is
"
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available to all students, faculty and staff of AH hMBUM V»'"' lldllWdJ.
the Wilfrid Laurier University communtiy.
Meet your representatives.
Express your opinions
I ￿ 1 J 8 I®® Ask questions and learn about the issues.
Talk to the Students' Union 8.0.D.
Mon-Tues Bpm-lam Wed-Sat Bpm-2am
an<* ever 7 TUESDAY!
Awareness is necessary
OFFTHEPAGE
BYSHELDONPAGE
A murder occurred at the Uni-
versity of Waterloo on New
Year's Eve.
When you hear of things like
this happening it is always a scary
situation. The tragedy that oc-
curred on New Year's Eve hits
too close to home - UW is just
down the street.
I was on the UW campus on
New Year's day. It was complete-
ly empty except for the police and
campus security vehicles around
the scene of the crime.
I was not aware that a murder
had taken place the night before. I
can remember commenting to my
girlfriend that it was like we had
the whole campus to ourselves. It
was an odd feeling at best. I can
imagine what it would be like to
be on campus when the university
was closed.
It is easy to develop a false
sense of security while at univer-
sity. The campus seems to run by
a different set of rules than the
rest of the world. Gender, race,
and sexual equality are strived
for. Everyone seems to be striv-
ing for the same goals and ideals.
The tragedy at UW is a sad
reminder that a university is part
of the real world - the same shit
happens on campus that happens
off campus. The world isn't a
rose garden and neither is a uni-
versity campus.
Thankfully people are becom-
Developing a false
sense of security
ing aware of the potential for
violence on campus. Laurier has a
foot patrol program to ensure that
you can make it home safely. In
my opinion this is the most effec-
tive and useful program that the
Students' Union has ever in-
itiated. The University of Water-
loo has a safety van program as
well as a walk home program.
Programs like the foot patrol
are only part of the solution.
Security has to improve as well as
our own awareness of the dangers
that lurk both on and off campus.
Gone are the days that one
can walk anywhere on or off
campus and not have to worry
about being assaulted or worse.
We have to take care of ourselves
and not take any unnecessary
risks.
The murder at UW, whether it
was simply a matter of someone
being in the wrong place at the
wrong time or something more
complicated, has made us aware
of how dangerous it is out there.
Please think twice before pull-
ing an all-nighter at the school, or
walking home from class alone.
There an3 programs in place to
get you home safely. Combine
these programs with an awareness
of the ever present threat of
violence and you should avoid
any unpleasant occurrences.
Don't take any chances with your
life.
WORLD NEWS ROUNDUP
Compiled by Patty Chippa
Here are the stories that made us
watch, weep and wonder...
DISASTERS
An earthquake in Turkey killed
570, an earthquake in Egypt
killed 300, and Hurricane
Andrew destroyed Southern Flor-
ida, while killing 19 people. Ex-
plosions in Mexico killed 200,
and a gas explosion in Westray
coal mine in Nova Scotia killed
26 miners. The proverbial icing
on the cake was a raging fire
which caused $130 million
damage to Windsor Castle.
VIOLENCE
The U.N. was given plenty of
work this year in former Yugos-
lavia, especially Bosnian capital
Sarajevo. The eyes of the world
turned to Somalia, where clan
fighting contributed to the starv-
ing of millions. Former Soviet
regions suffered poverty and
violence, and Armenian forces at-
tacked the Azeri minority. When
a Los Angeles jury acquitted
white police officers of beating
black motorist Rodney King, the
incident sparked intense rioting
and looting in Los Angeles and
Toronto. And it wasn't "Paradise
City" when Guns 'n Roses fans
trashed Olympic Stadium in
Montreal, angered by a short con-
cert
POLITICS
Here at home, the federal national
unity committee agreed on an
elected Senate, native self-
government, and distinct society
status for Quebec early in the
year. The Charlottetown Accord
was drafted and published but
Canadians "just said no" to the
constitutional accord, in a margin
of 54.4 percent And in the U.S.,
George Bush collapsed and
vomited at a Japanese dinner
party, and Ross Perot ran as an
independent candidate in the U.S.
election. Then he didn't. Then he
did again. And then he lost. Bill
Clinton became the first Demo-
crat President since 1976.
WOMEN
Canadian Roberta Bondar was
launched on a U.S. space shuttle
on an eight-day mission, while
the Miss Canada pageant was
canceled on the basis of sexism.
In an attempt to promote gender
equality, hundreds of women
bared their breasts in a summer
protest, yet media sponge
Madonna bared much more than
breasts in a controversial new
book, "Sex".
TELEVISION
The first episode of the new Star
Trek: The Next Generation
spinoff aired this Tuesday. The
series entitled Deep Space 9 is
toted to be grittier and more
realistic than its parent.
SPORTS
The Toronto Blue Jays became
the first Canadian team to win the
World Series, and Canadians
were represented well in both
winter and summer Olympics by
the likes of Kerrin Lee-Gartner,
Mark Tewksbury, Mark McKoy
and Silken Laumann. The
Pittsburgh Penguins won the
Stanley Cup, Magic Johnson
retired from his basketball career
after testing HIV positive, and
Eric Lindros was charged (hand-
cuffs and all) for assault, after he
hassled a woman in an Oshawa
bar.
TUNES
Natalie Cole and Michael Bolton
cleaned up at the Grammys (!)
but the evening wasn't a com-
plete loss, as REM picked up two,
and Bonnie Raitt took three
trophies home. U2 took ZooTV
on the road, Freddie Mercury was
remembered in an extravagant
tribute concert, and censorship
controversy hit the fan with Ice-
T's 'Cop Killer'. Everyone hyped
two 13-year-olds jumping with
their pants on backwards, and a
beefcake with a ponytail twang-
ing about heart palpitations.
SCANDALS
Broken hearts all around - Woody
Allen gave new meaning to 'fa-
ther figure' when he revealed his
affair with the adopted daughter
of his partner, Mia Farrow. In the
royal spectrum, Prince Andrew
and Princess Sarah Ferguson
called it quite in March, Princess
Anne divorced her husband in
April, and Prince Charles and
Princess Diana set their official
separation at Christmas. Bill
Clinton's marital fidelity was
questioned, and Murphy Brown
upset Dan Quayle by bearing a
child out of wedlock.
GOODBYES
Marlene Dietrich - Barbara Frum
- Lawrence Welk - A.J. Casson -
Sam Kinison - Paul Martin - Wil-
ly Brandt - Eddie Kendricks -
Mary Wells - Willy Dixon -
Robert Reed.
Clinton grabs the gold in '92. Photo: Time Magazine
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Levy for Student Pubs
BORED
WATCH
STUDENTS' UNION
Steve Doak
News Commentary
Student Publications is one step
closer to independence from the
Students' Union. The Board of
Directors met on Sunday, De-
cember 6 to discuss the pro-
posed levy which will help Stu-
dent Publications achieve this
goal.
If it keeps on raining, the
levy's gonna break.
The levy was written by the
presidents of the two groups,
Martin Walker and Christina
Craft. Walker said they based the
agreement on "financial and
moral responsibility."
The board agreed in the sum-
mer to the creation of a new levy
between the two organizations to
replace the old agreement that has
governed their relations over the
last two years. At the December
meeting, they agreed to the prin-
ciple points of the levy. Over the
winter holiday, the levy was
reviewed by lawyers for both of
the groups to perfect the wording
and ensure that each group got a
fair deal. The final agreement will
probably be put up for a vote at a
board meeting in January.
All last night, I sat on the levy
and moaned.
The new levy will gradually
reform the Union and Publica-
tions over the next five years,
resulting in autonomy of the two
groups.
\\TAJSP will get a fixed per-
centage of the SAC fees directly
from the Union. Part of the funds
will be returned to the Union in
payment for support services
shared by the Union.
Another part of the funds will
be placed in a cash reserve fund
to be used for emergencies and
for future acquisitions of assets.
Among other things, WLUSP has
considered moving out of the Stu-
dents' Union Building into their
own house on Bricker Street. As
well, they are planning on replac-
ing antiquated and obsolete
equipment with more modern
techniques, primarily in the
weekly publication of the Cord.
In the deal, Student Publica-
tions will be responsible for the
Cord, the WLUer, the Cord
Guide, the Keystone yearbook,
and advertising. Due to its close
relationship with the advertising
department, accounts receivable
will also be operated by WLUSP.
If lawsuits arise due to
material published, the Union
will not be involved. Publications
will be solely responsible for
such problems. This part of the
agreement removes all legal links
between the Students' Union and
the content of the Cord and other
publications.
The Policy and Ethics
Guideline that is currently used
by the Cord will be retained. It
functions as a code of ethics for
all material published.
Walker advocated the agree-
ment on the basis that it would al-
low the WLUSP to grow free
from the Union. He complained
that the Union does not show any
faith in WLUSP, despite that the
Publication's government is
elected like the Union's govern-
ment.
The presidents of the two
groups will still sit on the board
of the other as ex officio mem-
bers.
Next week: we're going down,
going down now, going to Chica-
go.
Jeff Bilyea deep in discussion. Photo: Steve Doak
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BAG O' CRIME
December 2
ALARM RESPONSE - (1830 hrs): Received a complaint from li-
brary staff about smoke emanating
from the 24 hourcomputer termi-
nals. Investigated but were unable to determine the cause or source
of
the odor. It is believed that a voltage transformer
located above the
ceiling tiles burnt out Maintenance
was notified.
December 4
BREACH OF PEACE - (0030 hrs): Two WLU students were evicted
from the Turret for fighting. Neither wishes to pursue charges. They
did not exhibit any signs
of injuries. It appears that the altercation
started when, in their inebriated state, they accidentally bumped into
each other.
TRESPASS - (2250 hrs): A set of fresh foot prints around Seagram
Stadium prompted the duty officers to search the area. The culprits,
two large males managed to climb back out over the fence before the
officer spotted them. They were last seen running towards the paik.
December 5
FIRST AID - (0120 hrs): A WLU student who attempted to slide
down the embankment on the Student Union Quad, slipped and fell.
The victim, who sustained a deep cut on the forehead, was delivered
to the K/W Hospital. Twelve stitches were required to close the
wound.
ALARM RESPONSE - (1700 hrs): Responded to fire alarm in Brick-
er Residence. Annunciator panel gave the elevator shaft as suspect
area. Checked area. All appeared in order. Reset alarm system.
December 21
MISCHIEF - (0120 hrs): Three inebriated males who were observed
kicking over garbage cans were reprimanded by security. After pick-
ing up the litter the culprits, who were not university affiliated, were
escorted off campus.
THEFT - (0200 hrs): While patrolling in the vicinity of Lodge and
Regina a taxi driver approached security and reported that two males
had fled her cab without paying the fare. The area was searched, but
the suspects were not located.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT - (0250 hrs): A couple of twenty-year-old
Queen's University students, both inebriated, were warned off
campus when security observed them verbally harassing several fe-
males in parking lot #3.
U.S.in Somalia
Mike Loeters
News Commentary
Over the past weeks we have
witnessed Operation Restore
Hope in Somalia. With a num-
ber of U.N. member countries
contributing to the force, we see
the world coming to the aid of
the starving millions. Solution?
I want to make one thing very
clear at this point - I am not
against the U.N. being in
Somalia. But I do question the
long-term motives of especially
the United States who is coor-
dinating the force and contribut-
ing the largest contingent.
What disturbs me is that no
one in the U.N. is really talking
about a viable long-term solution
to this problem. The present oper-
ation simply allows food to be
delivered to certain stricken
areas. But what will happen the
moment the U.N. force leaves or
drastically reduces its numbers?
The answer is that it will return to
war and anarchy once again.
One suggestion for long-term
peace in Somalia would be to di-
vide the country up into tiny
pieces, giving each piece to a
major tribe to rule. But this is not
very realistic and might only
spark wars among these smaller
nations.
Another would be to go from
house to house confiscating
weapons and then putting a tight
arms embargo on the country. But
we have seen in the former
Yugoslavia and Iraq that no em-
bargo is as tight as you would
like.
The other long-term solution
would be to somehow get all
sides together to hammer out an
agreement to be implemented un-
der the eyes of the U.N. similar to
that of El Salvador and Cam-
bodia. But this is much easier
raid than done.
"
yet even now we do not
so • Kiiyone, especially the U.S.,
Restore hope
not dominance
taking the lead in finding a long-
term solution to the problems of
Somalia. Why?
One reason is possibly that
the U.S. is using the problems in
Somalia to its advantage so it can
set up military and intelligence
bases in the country. When look-
ing at a map and seeing Somalia's
strategic location in relation to es-
pecially the Middle East, and its
long coastline, it could be a prime
location for a rapid deployment
force for the Middle East - an
area of very important strategic
value for the U.S.. The Gulf War
demonstrated this.
Add to this the fact that
Somalia has a relatively small
population of only about 6 mil-
lion people, and none of the arms
used by the factions are very
technical or advanced. Basically
the U.S. has a walk in the park.
So maybe the U.S. is walking into
a country under the banner of so-
cial justice, and the flag of the
U.N., and then will stay long-
term for its own personal gain.
Maybe this is why the U.S.
has not shown the same kind
heart to the people of former
Yugoslavia where the atrocities
are just as great. These people are
starving too! Don't they have the
same rights as the Somalis?
Maybe it is because former
Yugoslavia would not be such a
walk in the park, and it does not
serve the same strategic value.
Although I think Operation
Restore Hope has many positive
aspects to it, I do question the
reasons for preferential treatment.
Why not Kenya, Ethiopia, the
Sudan? I suggest that Somalia is
indeed special. Not for its people
but for the military advantages it
could offer the U.S. in the future.
Who knows, maybe the U.S.
knows of oil in the country or off
the coast?
A long-term solution must be
drawn up and put
in place that is
viable, that puts the people of
Somalia first, and includes the
eventual end to foreign military
forces on Somalia's soil. A plan
such as this would really RE-
STORE HOPE instead of U.S.
operation RESTORE DOMI-
NANCE.
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Some rushes not needed
The nielsen Ratings
by Ingrid Nielsen
She moves down the slope,
caressing the snow-glistened
mountain like a first morning
kiss. More graceful than her trail-
ing shadow, snow spraying gently
as perfect parallels slice decisive-
ly from side to side. Down, down,
down... reaching the bottom and a
gathering momentarily too
awestruck to cheer. At the same
time as that climax of a naturally
induced high peaks, so too does
the depths of disappointment as
the precious moment of triumph
has- ended. Yet, without skipping
a flake, anticipation propels the
spirit upward again as the thought
of the next triumphant run beck-
ons.
This is not what skiing means
to me.
People are always amazed
when I tell them I don't downhill
ski. "How can you not love
skiing? It's so excellent, flying
down the slopes at a hundred
miles an hour, snow spraying
gently in your face. It's a total
rush." Actually, for me, it's more
like two rushes. One rush of
humiliation, and then a rush to
the hospital.
I knew things were going bad
from the first moment we arrived
at the ski resort.
With Laura, my best friend,
standing beside me fully geared
for combat, we listened eagerly to
the instructor. I'm here, I'm
going to die, I might as well do it
properly. We were perched
alongside a gradual slope, which
becomes a sharp drop a few
metres further.
"Laura, psssst...Laura. Help,
I'm slipping."
Apparently, Laura had de-
cided to turn off that hearing
device we call ears, and as I tried
to appear nonchalant, my charade
quickly dissolved as instead I
ended up sliding backwards far-
ther and faster. No one reached to
help me, and the instructor of-
fered no instructions, and I con-
tinued to bound downwards with
a full view of my classmates. I
ran over a small tree, then
bounced from rock to shrub to
tree stump, until I careened grace-
fully into a metal fence, all that
was between me and a fifty-foot
drop. Okay, so maybe it was a
five foot drop, but the message
appeared the same to that heap of
a kid tangled in ski poles and
humiliation; take off the skiis.
Riding up the t-bar proved un-
eventful. Once on top, our group
gathered again. One instructor
took four students, and hurried us
off to a clearing.
"Just like this, shifting your
weight to cut a clean zig-zag
down the hill. Everyone, lean
your weight."
He continued with a few
demonstrations, and a few more
words of wisdom. He explained
the only way we needed to stop
for now: the snowplow. He
promised this would effectively
stop the most inexperienced
skiier.
Standing at the take-off point,
I looked down. That's nice. So
where is the t-bar that takes me
back down the hill? My instructor
grinned.
The other three students went
first. After a stumble or two, they
sliced from side to side with al-
beit awkward advances, but on
two skiis, and in control. Next,
the instructor came to get me.
"Okay, now remember, shift
your weight on to the opposite
ski
and see, I turn." He was laying it
on a little thick now, I got the
point Side to side, no problem.
I started out down the hill,
and I heard him call to me to turn.
I shifted my weight, and it
worked, I turned. Yep, I turned
right off into the trees alongside
the hill.
"Ahhhhhhhhh!" Crunch.
Now I was mad. After collect-
ing a ski or two, I stomped back
to the ski slope. Snap, snap. I
thought my movements through
and I devised a plan. Starting out
slowly, arms only flailing slight-
ly, I was turning, shifting, shift-
ing....come on, please turn,
please. Crunch.
New strategy. Full speed
ahead. This snow plow thing bet-
ter work when I need it, I thought
to myself. I looked over my
shoulder. Good, the instructor
was busy hitting on some K-Way
blonde. I took off. That gentle
spray of snow became a torrential
blizzard as sound ceased to exist.
Okay, this was little fast, so I
pointed the tips of my skiis in
perfect snow plow complexity. It
wasn't working. I was speeding
up.
"Get out of my way. I can't
stop. I can't turn.
Sooooorrrry
"
Whoosh.
A line of pre-schoolers were
waiting for their turn on the
bunny hill. Oh no. I had given up
on stopping by any other means
than eventual gravity, and my
speed was still dizzying. One,
two, three brightly coloured pre-
schoolers dove for cover. Once
they recovered from their trauma,
I heard them laughing. Brats.
Oops, that was my friends. Jerks.
I tooled off into the icy park-
ing lot, spun around on a stone,
and slid back through a crowd, to
finally be slowed down by my
friend, Mr. Rope Tow machine.
Yes, I crashed right into it. After
looking up at the crystal blue sky,
I carefully detached my rental
skiis, gently gathered myself up,
and walked as proudly as possible
back to the chalet.
Who knows? Maybe if I have
just the right encouragement, I
might try skiing again someday.
Looking out the window of that
chalet, cuddling a cozy cup of hot
chocolate by a black pot-belly
woodstove, I remember reasoning
yes, skiing is an excellent
sport...to watch.
Not Ingrid. Photo: Ski Magazine
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DIAL-A-DEAL
call 884-2990 with your own unique i-deals. by phill kinzinger.
Dial a deal travelled beyond the
city limits this week, and when
it got there it needed a new pair
of shoes. So we looked around
and saw Factory Shoe, which is
located at 686 Victoria Street
North, just beside Highway 86.
Factory Shoe has a friendly
atmosphere and staff. The store is
divided into three halves [eh?],
the two side sections each with
seven, long rows. In the middle
you will find various specials and
a big television to watch while
you try on your mountain of
choices.
The pricing system works
with coloured stickers, the yellow
being first quality. The orange are
factory seconds and red reduced
to clear. All sales on the red and
orange are final, so make sure
they are the right size. Remember
that seconds are usually good,
just be careful to look for bad
stitching.
The last type of sticker is
green. This means if you pur-
chase two pairs, you will save
money. For instance, Factory
Shoe currently has Bellicci
woman's flats for $18 each, or
you can buy two pair for $29.90.
The price stickers offer both
the price and a comparative price
from another company. To il-
lustrate, Factory Shoe offers a
style of LA Gear running shoes
for $76, which can be found else-
where for $129.99. While this
may still seem expensive, if you
want to buy the best, then at least
afford yourself a better price.
The store is open Monday
through Friday from ten until
eight, or nine on the latter two
days, and Saturday from nine to
six. They do not give refunds but
will happily exchange or give
credit. There is also no expiry
date to use the credit. Just re-
member Phill's Rule to Shopping
number five...save
your receipt
Factory Shoe offers work,
winter and rubber boots. Slippers
[with animal face and without],
sandals and boot liners. They also
carry sport and dress socks, the
latter as low as $2.75 (good quali-
ty). There is also a huge selection
of casual, dress and running shoes
for females and males.
For those students with rug
rats, you will find a wide assort-
ment of kid's shoes. There is
even a small selection of golf and
curling shoes.
Yes, the store is a little far to
walk from campus, but if you
have a friend with a car or want
to bus it (there is a bus and I be-
lieve it is number 15 - check it
out), it is worth your while.
Yours for a yen, Phill.
p.s. No they do not carry genuine
Doc Martens but they do have
some snazzy look alikes for about
$28. Hey, who would know the
difference?
"What the hell is in this shoe?" Photo: Phill Kinzinger
Telecollege remains strong
Crawford Samuel
The Cord
Telecollege Productions Incorporated, the pro-
ducer of televideo courses at Laurier, may have
ceased in June, but Telecollege at Laurier is still
going strong with over 1000 course enrollments
for the winter term.
"We were one of the major players of produc-
tion in Canada," said Cliff Bilyea, Director of Part-
Time Studies and Continuing Education at Laurier.
The reason Telecollege is still in operation is
that since its conception in 1979, most video
courses offered have always been bought from the
United States, England, and from other production
companies in Canada.
Bilyea said "Telecollege Production In-
corporated never produced anywhere near the ma-
jority of tapes."
As an example, Bilyea said that he acquired
seven televideo course productions in 1991-92.
Only one was produced by Telecollege Productions
Incorporated while the other six televideo courses
were bought from outside production companies.
Bilyea is hoping to buy as many as seven video
courses in 1993.
Bilyea said that losing Telecollege Productions
was a major loss but it did not end Telecollege.
Telecollege Productions Inc. was incorporated
in 1983 and was started because there was desire
for courses with Canadian content. Also, certain
video courses were not available in the States.
There were faculty interested in the new technology
and so production of video courses began on
campus.
Telecollege Productions was disbanded in June
due to budgetary constraints.
It costs between five and six thousand dollars to
buy a program series from the States, which can
cost them one million dollars to produce. Produc-
tion companies there can pay for their programs
through sales.
Bilyea said that it was costing Laurier 300,000
dollars to produce a program series but could not
recoup their money in sales. T.V. Ontario were sup-
posed to buy three series, but only bought two of
them.
A limited market was the main reason cited for
the sales problem. The productions from Laurier
had Canadian content and it was difficult to sell
them outside of Canada, where the larger market
was.
"We were trying to sell them," Bilyea said, "but
we were unable to make sales. If it is costs 300 000
dollars and we were getting 300 000 dollars in
sales, it would not be a problem."
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Hawks ring in New Year
by John Lavigne
Cord Sports
SPORTS EDITOR:EVAN BAILEY
Make that three straight,
thank you very much.
The Laurier Golden Hawks
captured the University of Guelph
Invitational Hockey Tournament
for the third straight year with a
thrilling 4-3 win on Sunday.
The Hawks are the only team
to ever experience the sweet taste
of victory in the tournament as
they have won it since its incep-
tion.
This time around, however,
the University of Brock Badgers
made things exciting for the
Hawks, forcing a shoot-out and
eventually a sudden-death shoot-
out before finally succumbing.
The contest ended in a 1-1 tie
after 60 minutes with John
Spoltore supplying the Hawks'
tally. Spoltore thought he had a
second goal in the second frame
but neither the referee nor the
goal judge saw the puck enter the
net.
In the shoot-out each team
selected five shooters with
Spoltore leading the way for the
Hawks. He failed to score only to
have the Badgers' shooter put his
team up by one. Both teams were
held scoreless in the second
round and then Mark McCreary
tied the score for the Hawks in
the third round. The Badgers
went up 2-1 in the fourth round
but Craig Boyce tied the contest
on the last shot.
The contest then shifted to a
sudden-death format with the two
teams' shooters going at the same
time. The Badger player was
stopped but Chris George found
the target and the Hawks were
champions once more.
In the opening game the
Hawks defeated York 4-1 with
Mark McCreary scoring twice
and Brent Selman and Craig
Boyce each adding singles.
The Hawks trounced
Laurentian 7-1 in the second
game to earn a spot in the final.
Boyce fired three goals while
McCreary and Kevin Greco each
scored once.
Hawks coach Wayne Gowing
noted that the tournament served
as a valuable warm-up for the
second half of the OUAA sched-
ule.
"I think that's the key. We got
a chance to play, to get a couple
of games under our belts. That's
what we wanted," said Coach
Gowing, whose squad has been
enjoying a month-long lay-off.
The Hawks have 11 games
remaining in their schedule, and
are currently tied for third spot in
the OUAA Western Division with
the Western Mustangs. The
Guelph Gryphons lead the divi-
sion with the Waterloo Warriors
in second spot.
"The second half is going to
be tough. I thought the season
started sort of soft and we played
soft. As the league got tougher,
we started to play a lot better. In
the second half there are no soft
spots. It's very important that we
get off to a good start," said
Coach Gowing.
The Hawks, who finished the
first half on a four-game winning
streak, open the second half on
the road as they travel to Three
Rivers, Quebec on Saturday and
then to the University of Ottawa
on Sunday.
"They are both good hockey
teams. The Warriors will be play-
ing the same two squads this
weekend so it's vital for us to
play well in order to stay close to
them," said Coach Gowing.The Hawks dumped the Yeomen four to one in their first match of the tournament photo Chris Skaikos
Men on December snorts
by Brian Gear
Jim Lowe
& Adam Holt
Cord Sports
Welcome back, sports fans!
The month of December which,
sadly, lacked the biting com-
mentary of your faithful scribes,
was chocked full of important
events in the sporting world.
Without a doubt, however, the
biggest story had to be the
"rebuilding" of the world
champion, Toronto Blue Jays.
In a matter of days, the Jays
bade farewell to such notables as
Dave Winfield, Kelly Gruber,
Manny Lee, Jimmy Key and
David Cone. To compensate, Pat
Gillick acquired future Hall of
Famer, Paul Molitor and peren-
nial Jay-killer, Dave Stewart.
Many fans have reacted in out-
rage, but, the simple fact of the
matter is that major league
baseball is a business first, and a
sport second.
Most of the fans' anger came
from the loss of Winfield, but the
Jays' primary concern should be
the team's weak left side. Both
Manny Lee and Kelly Gruber
were targets of constant abuse
from the fans, but they will be
sorely missed. The thought of Ed-
die Zosky and Luis Sojo playing
every day is scary.
The performance of the Junior
Nats, in capturing the Gold Medal
at the World Championships was
no less than awesome. Goaltender
Manny Legace, particularly effec-
tive against the heavily favoured
Swedes, was spectacular. The
tournament's only disappoint-
ment may have been Alexander
Daigle, who did little to impress.
Earlier this year, Daigle was
heralded as the top junior pros-
pect in the world, but suspensions
and uninspired performances
have hurt his value. Watch for
Russian sniper Alexi Yashin or
defenceman Rob Neidermayer to
go first overall in the June draft.
What is more annoying to real
hockey fans: the continued
popularity of the San Jose Sharks,
or the prospect of an N.H.L. team
known as the Mighty Ducks?
After being a bridesmaid for
the past two seasons, the Atlanta
Braves seem intent on tasting
World Series glory. The addition
of Cy Young winner Greg Mad-
dux to an already stellar starting
rotation could lock up the Nation-
al League West race before it
even begins.
The return of Joe Montana, as
well as the impending comeback
of Wayne Gretzky have got to be
considered the highlights of the
holiday season. Montana, consid-
ered by most to be the greatest
quarterback of all time, looked
majestic in his return against the
Lions last week. Gretzky's
recovery from injury has been
faster than anyone expected, and
may play on his birthday later this
month, against the San Jose
Sharks. Montana, of course, can
only hope to be a backup to Steve
Young, who has emerged as one
of the league's best QB's in
Montana's absence. Gretzky's
return, however, will be much
anticipated by the Kings, who are
in a terrible slump.
We're not sure who was dum-
ber; the Yankees for giving the
aging Wade Boggs a huge con-
tract, or Boggs for agreeing to put
up with George Steinbrenner's
constant abuse. Neither side
seems to realize that, when Boggs
inevitably fails to live up to ex-
pectations, he and"The Boss"
will feud unbelievably.
The Cleveland Browns failed
to make the playoffs this year, but
keep an eye on them next season.
This team has undergone a drastic
overhaul in the past twenty-four
months and, in a weak division
like the AFC Central, could easily
be a post-season contender a year
from now.
Finally, hockey fans through-
out Canada will watch in
anticipation to see what direction
the N.H.L. takes under new com-
missioner Gary Bettman. Bettman
has impressive credentials when
it comes to sports marketing, but
attending the odd Rangers game
does not a commish make.
Ready to swish
Men's basketball season
about to begin
by Ralph Spoltore
Cord Sports
The male Hoop Hawks open iheir regular sea-
son on Wednesday night in a game against the
returning national champions, the Brock Badgers.
This game will prove Jo be a huge test for our high
flying cagers as the Badger Dome is always a tough
arena for visiting teams to concentrate and play
well in. If our less experienced Hawksters can es-
cape with a win there, it could be a sweet season
ahead.
The '93 version of the Hawks open their home
season on Saturday afternoon against the improved
Windsor Lancers, who patrolled the division base-
ment last
year. The game is being sponsored by
Pizza Pizza which means that free pizzas will be up
for grabs most definitely.
Saturday will also be the inaugural effort for the
many rabid "Laurier Leatherheads" who will be
wearing deflated basketballs atop their heads while
they harass and bewilder the Lancer players and
coaches. This may be a club that you may want to
join, so go to the game for a social bonanza.
Our Hoop Hawks will be lead this year by Chris
Livingstone, Shawn Roach, Tom Pallin, Andrew
"Shark Teeth" Scharschmidt, and Alex "Rockin"
Thornton. The Hawks also expect big things from a
good rookie class this year. When asked about his
team's chances this year Coach Jeffries declined to
comment in order to avoid any form of a jinx, how-
ever Assistant Coach Greg Walton offered a posi-
tive attitude. "We're playing purdy good right now,
and it's just a matter of time until we become
recognized as a strong contender in this league,"
said the enthusiastic Walton.
Game time on Saturday is at two bells so try to
recover, and visit the "HAWKS' NEST" for what
should be an exciting home opener for the mighty
Hoop Hawks.
Tamiae Hockey League
by Morgan Goodwill
Cord Sports
As the league returns from the
festive season, it's fitting that we
recap the highlights. The THL
has developed into a very compe-
titive league in 92/93. It's no
longer the case that one team
dominates the league as in pre-
vious years. Six of eight THL
teams boast depth and have dis-
played winning characteristics
such as determination, offensive
power, and strong physical play
at different points in the schedule.
Quebec has backed up their
preseason predictions by coming
to the forefront as the pace-setters
not only in the team standings but
also in the individual points race.
Steady performances have also
been put forward by Detroit, Cal-
gary, and Ottawa.
Quebec is solid from the net
out. There seems to be no gaping
holes in the line-up which is led
by Jamie Lanoue, goalie Dave
Sinclair and by captain Jaret Hen-
hoeffer.
Detroit's off season acquisi-
tions are already paying
dividends as goalie Mochos,
defencemen Witty and Forester,
and forwards Conklin and
Longley complement this club's
physical play. Conklin and Witty
have also added to the goal scor-
ing power of Detroit as they are
in die top 10 scorers of the
league.
Calgary has remained rela-
tively unchanged over the past
few years with
the exception of
goaltending. This is the area in
which the ever-powerful THL
force could experience dif-
ficulties. Goalie Lou Sunshine
will have to "shine" in the second
half and the play-offs if Calgary
is to repeat their victory of two
years previous.
The Ottawa club has shown
signs of making a bid for the title
lead by the scoring of Alan
Avery. Ottawa also sports a very
solid defensive core spearheaded
by Steve Hong and Dave Finch.
Ottawa will rely on the continued
steady play of puck stop Emerson
Keung. Keung has been, for the
most part, steady throughout the
season. Keung's explanation for
his slow start was the fact he "had
to break in his new goalie pads."
Well, it seems that Keung has
broken them in as he continues to
play better each week.
The teams will now split into
two divisions playing a double
round robin format. The divisions
are split on the basis of the stand-
ings in the first half of the season.
The top 4 teams (Quebec, Ot-
tawa, Calgary, and Detroit) will
make up the Wolnik Division,
while the bottom four teams (Ed-
monton, Toronto, Vancouver, and
Montreal) will make up the Mil-
ler Division.
As the second half of the sea-
son is underway, the Directors of
the TAMIAE Hockey League
would like to wish all the teams
continued success and good luck
for the remainder of the season.THL action at its best photo Evan
Bailey
More THL action at its best
photo Evan Bai |ey
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Men on the NFL playoffs
by Brian Gear
Jim Lowe
& Adam Holt
Cord Sports
This week, "Men on Sport"
review the National Football
League playoff picture.
A.F.C.
BUFFALO BILLS: The Bills
showed a great deal of character
in staging the biggest comeback
in playoff history last Sunday
against Houston. A great team,
however, never would have been
down 35-3 in the first place. The
Bills have been shaky, at best, on
the road, and, with injuries to key
players such as Kelly and
Thomas, it's doubtful that they
can compete with the likes of
Pittsburgh and Miami.
MIAMI DOLPHINS: The Dol-
phins somewhat fell into the
A.F.C. East championship, and its
accompanying first round bye.
The extra week's rest should aid
this team in its preparations for
the upstart Chargers. Although
this year's Dolphins are a much
more versatile team than in pre-
vious seasons, their success rests
entirely on the arm of Dan
Marino.
PITTSBURGH STEELERS:
Rookie head coach, Bill Cowhler,
has restored memories of the
famous "Iron Curtain" defense
that won the Steelers four Super
Bowls in the 1970'5. This team
has tremendous potential, but is
seriously lacking in any post-
season experience. The Pittsburgh
offense provides a decent balance
of passing skill and a pounding
running game, and will provide
headaches for opponents, particu-
larly at home.
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS:
Was there any bigger surprise
than the performance of the San
Diego Chargers this season? Al-
though, like Pittsburgh, the team
lacks play-off experience, the
Chargers seem tailor-made for
post-season success. If Stan
Humphries can pull off another
gutsy performance, this team
could continue to shock its op-
ponents.
N.F.C.
DALLAS COWBOYS: Many
experts predicted the Cowboys'
rise to power in the N.F.C. East,
and the team did little to dis-
appoint its supporters this season.
Troy Aikman and Emmitt Smith
provide Dallas with football's
most versatile offense, and the
defense has matured to an accept-
able level. It will be interesting to
see if the guidance of Jimmy
Johnson can lead this explosive
team to the big show.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES:
The Eagles have a reputation for
being playoff chokers, but Sun-
day's come-from-behind victory
over the 'Aints may have ex-
orcised the team's post-season
ghosts. Randall Cunningham,
when on his game, is
the best
athlete in football and can single-
handedly engineer touchdown
drives. The team's Gang-Green
defense is considered among the
league's best, but travelling into
Dallas will not prove to be an
easy task.
SAN FRANCISCO FORTY-
NINERS: As good as the Cow-
boys and Eagles are, most people
are picking the 'niners to come
out of the senior conference.
Ricky Waters is quickly making
San Francisco fans forget about
Roger Craig, and Jerry Rice con-
tinues to write his own legend.
Steve Young is quite probably the
year's best quarterback and, if
Young flounders, you know who
is just waiting on the sidelines.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS:
The post-season panache of head
coach Joe Gibbs proved vital last
week as the Skins upset the Min-
nesota Vikings, but a repeat per-
formance of last year's Super
Bowl victory seems unlikely.
Mark Rypien is an average
quarterback with great receivers,
but this team is hurting. Washing-
ton certainly won't roll over and
play dead for any team, but the
odds are against the Hoggs.
WE PREDICT IT!!!
BG) A.F.C. Champion: San
Diego Chargers
N.F.C. Champion: Dallas Cow-
boys
Superbowl Champ: Dallas Cow-
boys
M.V.P.: Troy Aikman
JL) A.F.C. Champion: Miami
Dolphins
N.F.C. Champion: Philadelphia
Eagles
Superbowl Champ: Philadelphia
Eagles
M.V.P.: Seth Joyner
photo from Inside Sports
photo from Inside Sports
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Quesadillas 1.99
Skewers 2.49
Nachos 199
Potato Skins 1.99
Zucchini
lilts
2.49
Buffalo Wings 1.99
Coconut shrimp 2.99
Cheese Sticks 2.49
Mushroom Madcaps..2.49
NTN Entertainment
System
Mondays: NFL QBI Football
Tuesdays: Trivia
MSikfe. ANGIE'S KITCHEN
jjj
f*?.. a tradition since 1962
I you can eat FISH & CHIPS I
EVERY THURSDAY $6.99
**&*■
AigicsKitchcn BREAKFAST ALL DAY
™™® S
COUNTRY STYLE BREAKFAST
SUNDAY
WATERLOOI
BUFFET 47 erb st. w., Waterloo 886-2540
aa ac
85ERBSRD
-
ST*agatha 747-1700
NEWI PIZZA AT ANGIE'S 10 OR MORE-WE DELIVER
Iron Hawk goes mental
IronHawk
by fraser kirby
Cord Sports
One of the worst things to
ever happen to the public gym is
the New Year's resolution.
It packs your favourite gym
with eager beavers who work out
for a month before they forget the
resolution and remember the
cheeseburger.
The ability to begin a program
and stick with it is what separates
those who have chosen a life of
fitness from those who have not.
Choosing a program and be-
ginning a work-out is a technique
many have mastered. Equally im-
portant, however, are the techni-
ques of motivation and
determination.
These techniques are as
scientifically researched as any of
the physical theories of fitness.
Study after study has been
done to prove the positive effects
of these techniques on fitness ac-
tivities such as weightlifting.
These techniques can be
summed up
in four main categori-
es: goal setting, rehearsal, posi-
tive self image visualization and
rhythm.
Goal setting is something you
should do before going to the
gym. You should know what ex-
ercises you are going to do, and
how many sets
and
reps. Too
many people wander around
gyms deciding what exercise to
perform next and then perform
the number of reps they can until
fatigue sets in.
Furthermore, when you have
decided to do four sets of fifteen,
do them or adjust your goals if
they are not realistic. Squeezing
out those last two or three reps to
make your set is the most impor-
tant part of the work out. That is
when muscle and cardio stress is
at the limit.
On a larger scale know what
your overall goals are and make
sure that your work-out fits your
goals.
Know your
goals
To help achieve your goals
you need more than just muscle.
One good technique is rehearsal.
You will often see people in
the gym "going through the mo-
tions" of an exercise. This techni-
que involves visualizing doing an
exercise, how your muscles will
feel at full contraction, how your
range of motion and control will
be perfect. This technique goes a
long way to establishing better
technique and proper visualiza-
tion.
Positive self image visualiza-
tion is a more esoteric technique
that is best exercised out of the
gym. Pro Boxer Lennox Lewis is
a master at self image visualiza-
tion. Every night before he goes
to bed Lennox sees himself as the
world champion, achieving his
goals and being the kind of
champion and person he wants to
be. Visualizing your next work
out and how well your going to
do can make a huge difference in
performance.
Rhythm is the nitty "Igritty of
any work out and is as personal
as body type and mind set. It in-
volves the 'state' you place your
self in when you enter the gym.
Making a choice about your gym
personality is as important as
your choice of routine.
You will see in your local
gym people who are social, those
who are intensely focussed, those
who are relaxed and those who
simply seem to drift around.
Many people like to march to
their own beat by using "Walk-
man" type cassette players. Music
can be a great motivator. The
study which determined that
music which people find inspiring
can enhance their work out poten-
tial by as much as 20%. While
this does not work for everyone it
may be worth trying.
The use of a 'mantra' type
mental cue can also enhance per-
formance. Many gym rats have a
small phrase or even word that in-
spires them to perform. Very
often they repeat this before
every set. Some competitive
power lifters will whip them-
selves into a near frenzy before a
lift with this ritualized technique.
While utilizing these techni-
ques you are almost sure to notice
an increase in desire and per-
formance. They will not do the
work for you, but will make a dif-
ference.
Remember when the February
blahs role in and the call of the
cheeseburger can be heard in the
wind, the difference between the
fit and the flabby will be motiva-
tion and determination.
Never Surrender!
Hard guy
by Chris Werynski
Cord Sports
I have never liked the Buffalo Bills. It could be Jim Kelly. It could
be their festering hole of a city - two thirds of which is constantly on
fire. Or it might even be their announcers - who are so neutral they
must be from Switzerland.
However, I do know this. I hate their fans. Can someone explain
why the hell I have had to watch the Bills play the Colts (hunk of
dung), Jets (pile of dung), and Patriots (steamy, heaping, frothing,
mound of caca) every year at home for the last century - and then
-
miss the biggest comeback in N.F.L history on T.V. because they
don't sell out a playoff game ??
I know you are going to give me the "Bills have the most suppor-
tive fans speech", and I would normally agree. But how can you
ex-
plain the blackout due to lack of attendance??? Thank God I caught
the game on the radio because it was a game to remember.
Despite my dislike of the Bills (I once compared them to crotchrot
- but less appealing), I have always respected their team. Sure they
lost two Super Bowls, but it ain't so bad to be second best two years
in a row.
Now I must tip my hat to them. Coming back from a 35-3
deficit
in the second half without such stars as Thurman Thomas, Cornelius
Bennett, and Jim Kelly was an incredible moment in sports. Bills fan
or not.
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Upcoming Events
Thursday, January 7.
Women's basketball @ Brock (8:00 pm)
Friday January 8.,
Men's volleyball @ Ryerson Invitational
Saturday January 9.
Men,s volleyball @ Ryerson Invitational
Hockey @ Trois Rivieres (2:00 pm)
Men's basketball vs Windsor (2:00 pm)
Women's basketball vs Windsor (4:00 pm)
Sunday, January 10.
Hockey @ Ottawa (2:30 pm)
Chris George, a left winger with the Golden Hawks Hockey team
was the OUAA athlete of the week for the last week before the break.
George, a twenty-one year old arts student from Kitchener scored five
goals and added one assist as the Hawks went on to punish the Wind-
sor Lancers 11-4. George also scored the goal in a shootout against
the Brock Badgers on Sunday, as the Hawks won the Guelph tourney
for the third year in a row.
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On December 7 and 8, 1992,
Mikhail Baryshnikov performed
with Twyla Tharp and The
Tharp Dance Company at the
O'Keefe Center in Toronto.
The performance, titled
"Cutting Up" was the perfect
collaboration of modern dance
and classical ballet. The produc-
tion was divided into three acts,
each focusing on a separate
theme.
Act I, entitled "Schtick" was
the perfect example of dance for
dance's sake. There was no back-
drop and props were limited to
items such as bottles of water and
boxes.
The opening dance was star-
tling as it was set to rock and roll.
The complete repertoire of music
ranged anywhere from rock to
jazz to rhythm and blues. The
costumes were simple; black and
white only.
Each dance was thematic.
The style of dance was extremely
fluid and loose, allowing for a
great deal of soul and physical
expression within the movements.
Harp and Baryshnikov both
appeared in the second dance set
to the melancholy Chet Baker
tune "I Get Along Without You
Very Well".
This piece foreshadowed the
rest of the evening. Tharp ap-
peared on stage in jogging pants
and a sweat shirt, wearing run-
ning shoes. Her attire reflected
her style of dance: very relaxed
and very informal. Baryshnikov
was dressed similar to Tharp ex-
cep that he wore ballet slippers.
The two different styles of
dance, modern and classical, were
easy to distinguish. Yet they com-
plimented each other very well.
This is not surprising as Tharp
and Baryshnikov have worked
well together in the past.
Act 11, "Bare Bones",
returned to the basics in classical
ballet. It is clear that this section
was included purposely to
highlight Baryshnikov. It was a
half-hour performance consisting
of only Tharp and Baryshnikov.
Happy feet mean happy dancers mean happy reviewers
Cohen is the future
by Jennifer Denomy
Leonard Cohen has released a new album, and
this is cause for celebration. Not a raucous celebra-
tion, though. The Future is a perfect album
for a
small intimate party, or even a solitary evening with
a glass of wine and candlelight.
Though backed by a trio of female singers,
the
album is engineered so that Cohen's voice is the
dominant sound. And what a voice it is! In deep,
rich tones like a bassoon, he sings about love, sex
and hope with a touch of apocalyptic vision.
Cohen's "singing" may be better described as a
seductive whisper, for those who fault his vocal
abilities. He sounds grizzled and world-weary, but
his outlook is far from cynical. In an earnest rasp,
Cohen presents the image of a traveler who accepts
the world's quirks and cruelties with the same wry
humor and understated passion.
The songs range from the love ballad "Be For
Real", to the stirring march,
"Democracy". The title track is
the most compelling; in "The Fu-
ture", Cohen considers the bound-
aries with which we define our-
selves. As individuals and as na-
tions, we base our identity on
what we are not: we define our-
selves by our enemies. The Fu-
ture discusses the confusion
which arises when the world is no
longer black and white.
"Give me back the Berlin Wall
give me Stalin and St. Paul
Give me Christ
or give me Hiroshima
I've seen thefuture, baby:
It is murder."
Listening to The Future is like
having your mentor place
his arm
around your shoulders
and
whisper pearls of truth into your
ear. TheFuture is exactly that.
(conl. on pg. 19)
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The Art Gallery here at Laurier is holding the Fes-
tival Laurier Exhibit, Performance at Laurier: A
Retrospective on January 11.
Laurier's Rising Sons play Phil's on the tenth.
Spin Doctors create a buzz at the Phoenix on
the
twelfth.
Theatre Laurier presents Our Country's Good
from the fourteenth to the sixteenth at the T.A. Tick-
ets are $10 and $8 bucks.
Thank God! Finally, Alive, the Kiss cover band are
coming to town. They're at Stages on January 14.
The Arc Angels are at Lulu's on the fifteenth.
January 16 has Toad the Wet Sprocket at the
Opera House.
Rage Against the Machine might be playing the
Opera House on the seventeenth but don't take my
wordfor it.
Magnificent Matt Osborne is set to do his thing at
Wilfs on the twenty-first. Admission is only a buck.
Rock on. Sven Gali is at Stages on the twenty-first.
Crash Vegas are at the Bomber on the twenty-
second.
The Twenty-third hasRik Emmett at Lulu s.
Ned's Atomic Dustbin return to Toronto on the
twenty-fifth at the Concert Hall.
And so you know: The University of Waterloo Film
Society is presenting some award-winning films
every week starting on the fourteenth. This week it's
the Belgian film The Abyss. For more info, call
885-1211 ext.3709 or 2442.
i— Recommended —
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Theatre Laurier presents Our Country's Good by
Timberlake
Wertenbaker January 14,15,16 at the Theatre Auditorium
— Overheard —
"Well, we bought an infant carrier that I can strap
to my chest so I could attend keg parties."
Kurt Cobain lead singer of Nirvana on lifestyle
adjustments since his daughter's birth
I
LEONARD COHEN
l ;
Moxy Fruvous: the Interview
by Heather Mundell
I caught up with Moxy Fruvous
after their incredible show at the
Turret last month. Here's what
Mike Ford, Murray Foster, Jean
Ghomeshi and Dave Matheson
had to say about life as
"
quasi-
acapella" political satirists.
HM: How did you guys get
started?
Dave: We got started by singing
together in an acapella quartet in
Paraguay, no sorry, Uruguay,
back in 1989. In the summer of
'89 you could find us singing at
Harbourfront, on the streets busk-
ing.
HM: Now that you're developing
a bigger following you guys are
playing to bigger crowds. Do you
like the bigger venues better than
the small venues?
Jean: We're a long time away
from the really small intimate
cafes with sixty people. Since
then its been generally three or
four hundred people venues, but
I'm finding personally that as the
tape becomes better known, and
as the band becomes better
known, even with a lot of people
like tonight, there's an intimacy
because everyone's into the band.
Everyone's really focused on the
stage and everyone's in the same
sort of mindset. That creates a
certain intimacy which I'm really
comfortable with. Although, there
are variations in bigger places,
like we did a gig at the
Humanities Theatre. That was
fun, it was a great crowd, but it
was weird playing at the
Humanities Theatre in terms of
the acoustics and the sound.
Tonight we had people smushed
right up against the stage having a
great time and talking, which is
great, but it makes it harder to
sing.
HM: What is the highlight of
your touring career so far?
Dave: We played in Winnipeg
last week, to a theatre crowd and
it was a great show. We actually
had a group of young men come
afterwards and sing one of our
songs really well, the Gulf War
Song. They'd just lifted it off the
tape and learned to sing it them-
selves.
Murray: Actually we're filing
litigation against them for that.
Mike: We're gonna prosecute,
but it was kind of neat
Murray: It was a nice, naive kind
of childlike gesture on their part,
but now the corporate machine is
going to swoop down and crush
them.
HM: Tell me about the new video
for "King of Spain".
Dave: It was done within two
hours with three cameras. It was
really fun to make, it was a good
experience.
Mike: We went back to one of
our main, original spawning
grounds, if I may use such a
graphic term. We started out, as
we pretty much stated earlier
busking on the street and one of
the best spots for us was in front
of the Bloor Cinema in Torontoat
the Annex, as they call it, if I can
use such a demographic term. We
got to go back there and we, you
know, busked and filmed us
busking. The main thing this time
was that there were no strangers
there. When we used to busk it
was always in front of strangers
and stuff. This time we got
people we knew because we
knew they were going to applaud.
HM: Are there any record deals
in the works?
Mike: Yeah, there's a lot of
record deals in the works, like did
you hear about Whitney Hous-
ton's?
Dave: We figure our first release
is going to come out on three of
the majors, and we're going to
take it from there. We're
going to
pit Capitol, Warner and CBS
against each other and see who
does the best marketing job
Murray: It'll be the same album
with three different covers across
Canada, and you know some
dumb people will buy it twice
Jean: It could be a regional thing
too, like right now we're thinking
of having Warner's just do the
West coast, and having Capitol
do most of Ontario, and A&M
will do the East.
Murray: Polygram's gonna do
Inuktuk.
Mike: And the rest of the world,
outside of Canada, Quality
records.
HM: Where do you guys hope to
be a year from now?
Murray: Right back on this
couch. I love it
Jean: I would like to have re-
corded and toured an album that
I'm really proud of.
Dave: I agree with that, and I
hope we have a really neat spot,
not too far from our houses, like a
really great place where we can
go and jam and work and hang
out. Like a great warehouse, jam-
ming rehearsal space.
Murray: I want to be at the same
sort of success level but
downwards, like we've gone up
and we're coming back down
again. We'll peak this year.
pants? we don't need no stinking pants!
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by feizal valli
For the record Rush Limbaugh almost makes me laugh. If you
haven't heard or seen him yet, Rush Limbaugh is a syndicated
radio and television "talk show" host who crawls out from un-
derneath his rock at around midnight on weeknights. The reason
he almost makes me laugh is because Limbaugh is funny in the
same way that inept vice-presidents are; to a point you'can laugh
them off but at some
time you have to realize how serious they
both are.
Limbaugh's book, The Way Things Should Be, is currently
monopolizing the number one spot on American bestseller lists
and can be found decorating every free amount of space on his
set. Also decorating his desk is a four-inch name plate that proud-
ly says
"RUSH". And the topic on every show? What else but
how great Rush Limbaugh is. Limbaugh is easily his own biggest
fan-not that I'm saying he has no fans; when the cameras briefly
pan off of his grinning mug we can see an enthusiastic crowd
filled with the Rush Army, rows of suit-and-tied businessmen,
Young Republicans and housewives (who no doubt love the very
concept of the kitchen and long, grueling child-birth).
An average show runs predictably like this: Smile like the evil
smite that he is, criticize Bill Clinton, talk about how great he is,
attack A 1 Gore, read letters from women who want to marry him,
go to a commercial
for The Limbaugh Letter (a newsletter that
says how great he is
in writing), attack the Liberal media con-
spiracy, plug his book, make fun of midgets, smile like the evil
smite that he is, say goodnight.
Quite simply, Rush Limbaugh is an overweight, self-
congratulatory blowhard. But, realistically, if that was all he was
he wouldn't bother me as much he actually does. Limbaugh
represents more than just bad television or poor dietary habits;
Limbaugh represents the growing number of Americans who oc-
cupy the far right-wing, who breed a level of intolerance and in-
difference that threaten to fester like boils.
Limbaugh's political stance is easily discovered on watching
even five minutes of his drivel: he is pro-life, pro-gun, pro-
censorship, anti-liberal, pro-religion, anti-gay, racist and sexist.
He is also living somewhere in the Reagan years fighting
desperately to ignore the fact that he and his kind have no place in
Clinton's America. For the record, I can only hope that his days
on the airwaves are similarly numbered.
Bodyguard not as bad
as it could have been
by Jennifer O'Connell
We've all heard the song. It's
almost become bigger than the
movie itself. "I Will Always Love
You" sung by Whitney Houston
and written by Dolly Parton is a
huge hit.
The movie it originates from
has not been so well received.
The Bodyguard has been
trashed by critics, perhaps unfair-
ly. Kevin Costner, in an em-
barassingly geeky haircut, plays a
dedicated ex-Secret Service agent
by the name of Frank Farmer
(who thought of this name?) who
has become a highly paid per-
sonal bodyguard. He brags that he
has protected three presidents
commenting that Reagan was
shot on his day off. Whitney
Houston stars as Rachel Marron,
a pop diva with a mouth from the
gutter and a voice from the
heavens. As Houston's first starring role in a fea-
ture movie, the character of Marron couldn't have
been much of a stretch for the popular singer. Pre-
dictably she gives a charming, attitude-filled per-
formance. Of course Farmer is asked to protect
Marron from an obsessive fan and romance blos-
soms.
It is refreshing to see Costner taking a break
from the epic length, conspiracy revealing movies
of his recent past to play a strong silent role.
Directed by Mick Jackson and written by
Lawrence Kasdan, the plot meanders along over a
background of impressive music. Opulent locations
range from Beverly Hills mansions to Miami
Beach's Fontainebleau Hotel to a fantasy inspiring
cabin in the Lake Tahoe region. Yet despite the
regal and romantic scenery there is very little
chemistry between the superstars. Houston radiates
youth and energy and yet as beautiful as Kevin
Costner is, he just plain looks tired.
The movie is not as bad as it sounds however. It
is an unusual and contemporary love story that is
both weepy and funny at the same time. Most im-
pressive is an elaborate scene at the Oscars that
used over 1000 extras. And of course the climax of
the movie takes place in this highly charged setting.
The ending, a Casablanca type aiiport scene is
enigmatic and a tad disappointing.
Overall The Bodyguard proves nicely enter-
taining. Houston puts in an adequate performance
and sings her heart out. And perhaps we just expect
too much from Kevin Costner now. After all, over
the closing credits, they did play that song...
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Maybe in a few weeks you'll be back Into you're old routine of |
I wasting time, watching TV and whining about h&w you have nothing |
to do. Or maybe you'll be actively volunteeringat something, oh say a |
student newspaper. You can do the 'Deep Space Whim' or you can be |
proud of the work y&u did to produce something real, your school's |
newspaper. In the mean time, engage yourself in decision, not j
indecision. I
V
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Body Thief enjoyable
but still predictable
by Sheldon Page
Tale of the Body Thief gives Rice's
Vampire Chronicle fans a fourth novel to|pk their
fangs into. Body Thief follows Rice's freevplieeling
vampire hero Lestat as he searches for
thrill - inhabiting a human body.
Reading Rice's three
Chronicles is not a prerequisite to the Body thief. I
strongly recommend reading the first three anyway.
Interview with the Vampire, The Vampire Lestat,
and Queen of the Damned, provide far more insight
into Rice's vampire world than is necessary to get
through the Body Thief.
The book is narrated by Lestat himself, in the
tradition of The Vampire Lestat. Bored with track-
ing down murders as a source of victims, Lestat de-
cides to test the limit of his preternatural powers
with a daytime nap in the Gobi Desert. The experi-
ence leaves Lestat weak, sunburned, but otherwise
unharmed.
A visit to his long time mortal friend David Tal-
bot, and being pursued by a mysterious stranger
with the power to swap bodies sets the stage for j
Lcstat's most outrageous adventure to date.
Rice delves into the background of Talbot and
his involvement with the - a group
and scholars dedicated Jo observing sup§p|
natural occurrences. For more details on
Talamasca and Talbot's friend in the Talamasca, -
Aaron Lightner - Rice's The Witching Hour:
highly recommended. lllill
Lestat, impulsive as ever gets ift-pver his head
and out of his body. Talbot comes to his aid when
Lcstat's beloved Louis and even the ancient Majpp:
turn down his pleas for help.
The tale finishes with a double cross and an M*
tooprediciable twistending.I feel hatRice los he
dear Ouija
Dear Ouija,
I've been having a reoccurring fantasy recently and it is toubling
me so much I had to write you about it. In a dream I wake up beside
two women; one on either side, but they are both turned away so I
can't see their faces. Every time I go to roll one towards me to see
her face, the other wakes up and bats me on the head with a phallic
object made out of play-dough. As a result I never get to see their
faces and I am very frustrated but it turns me on! Please Ouija, tell
me what you think my dream means.
Sincerely,
Happy about reoccurring dream (H.A.R.D.)
Dear HARD.,
This all sounds very Freudian to me. I think you have an Oedipus
Complex. The woman you want is likely a representation of your
mother. The woman who bats you on the head is either your sister
who finds your repressed psychotic pervertedness disgusting or it
could be your father dressed in drag. Whatever you do, don't throw
the play dough back because it may come back and hit you in the eye.
Anyway, I would suggest you seek psycho analysis immediately.
Yours till the play dough turns to cement,
Dr. Ouija
Dear Ouija,
I have a problem. I started getting close to one of my floormates
in September and the relationship flourished because I spend most of
the day in her apartment. She has a boyfriend back home but that
didn't stop us from fooling around (if you know what I mean). Now
she is pregnant but I am really attracted to her roommate who has a
boyfriend in Europe. Last week-end, the three of us went to the farm
of one of the girls. Her roommate and I got hot and heavy in the bam
and now I'm afraid she could be pregnant as well. I'm going to En-
gland for Christmas and I can only afford to take one, which one
should I choose?
From,
Crazy Cracker.
Dear Crazy,
/ think you shouldforget bringing either to England and save your
moneyfor birth control and child support.
Thanks for the strange question,
Ouija (xox).
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Once again, there were no back
drops or extravagant
costumes.
Just ballet.
The music selection was
simple and it was all
taken from
the works of Pergolesi. There was
a total of eight dances, all of
which were absolutely breathtak-
ing. It was here that Baryshnikov
was at his prime and performed
with such intensity that the
audience was left...breathless.
Act 111, "Food" returned to
the style of modern dance. For
the first time elements of colour
were introduced in the costumes.
The colours were strictly primary.
The use of props also
in-
creased with tables and chairs
being brought in. There was a
colour graphic and title screened
on the back wall giving the time
frame and location used for the
sets of dances.
The third act depicted the his-
tory of dance in the twentieth
century. It began with "The Palm
Court - 1917" which included
post war traditional dances such
as the Waltz and the Tango. The
second set focused on the era of
World War II in "The Coconut
Grove - 1942". Here dances such
as the "Jitterbug Boogie" were
performed.
"The Rainbow Room - 1953"
returned to solos by Tharp and
Baryshnikov. The songs were
slower and softer, a slow down
after the previous performances
and before the grand finale.
Baryshnikov showed the
audience here that he could adapt
easily to modern dance, although
his style is much more rigid than
Tharp's. It was, however, a
chance to see a much more play-
ful and sexual side to his charac-
ter.
The final section, "Morton's
LA - 1992" was fast paced and
highly electronic. The speed and
intensity of the movements made
the final performance seem cold
and impersonal, a complete turn
around from the rest of the night.
The impact was incredible and it
left the audience completely over-
whelmed.
Seven curtain calls and a
standing ovation were enough to
prove just how incredible the
entire performance was. Tharp,
who choreographed the enure
piece, managed to create the per-
fect blend of modern dance and
classical ballet.
Although it is probable that
most people went simply for the
-attraction of seeing Baryshnikov
dance, if they are like myself,
when they left he was the last
thing on their mind.
Twyla Tharp's company,
Tharp Productions, is currently
working on a television special of
her works for August. Watch for
it, it should be spectacular.
Overall, the evening was a
great success for both performers.
Baryshnikov was exquisite to
watch perform while Tharp and
Company created a night of in-
tense modern dance. The per-
formance was playful and
brought a great deal of personal
touch into the show.
And who said the ballet was
boring?
Locals Lowest of the Low hit the highest high
by Kathleen Wall
Lowest of the Low are the
best up and coming Canadian
band yet. If you aren't familiar
with them, check them out or get
their album Shakespeare My
Butt. They played at the Com-
mercial Tavern recently and
amazed their audience.
Lowest of the Low are a rock
band with really good guitar riffs
and incredible lyrics. Their lyrics
separate them from most other
bands in the field because they
are witty, intelligent, and even
down right bizarre. This really
adds to the music and holds your
attention. An example of these
lyrics would be "You say it's all
lined up like shot glasses on the
bar of life/You'll slip your way
through it/you never once got
stiffed/So pick yourself up, pay
the tab/And get on with your
life", from the song "Eternal
Fatalist". They played this song
along with most of the songs
from their album, as well as a few
new ones.
I've seen the band live before
and was still surprised at how
good they are in concert.
They've also improved a lot since
I last saw them, and have become
very energetic and dynamic per-
formers. They have great fun on
stage parodying other bands, like
Moxy Fruvous, and doing covers
of the Beach Boys, and the Char-
lie Brown Christmas theme, and
the song "Take the Skinheads
Bowling".
The only down side of the
concert was that little room was
left for dancing, which is
ridiculous since their music is so
much fun to dance to. However,
people managed to
find some
room and the band thanked them
for the effort. The guys seemed
to be really enjoying being up
there and played for a solid two
and a half hours, playing two sets
and coming back for two encores.
These guys are gaining
popularity and are definitely
worth listening to.They are one of
the best live bands I've ever seen,
so next time they come to town,
go see them!
Laurier shines
by Stephan Latour
The past holiday season bestowed upon us many gifts, yet
none compared to the
delightful performance of Gian Carlo Menotti's Amahl
and the Night Visitors by a
memorable cast, featuring, among others, graduates and faculty
of the renown Laurier
Faculty of Music.
The opera
tells the simple tale of the young crippled boy Amahl who
lives with his
mother in dire poverty. They are visited by the three kings on their way to Bethlehem.
The mother, in desperation, attempts to steal their gold, yet when caught,
she is for-
given for her good intentions. Amahl,
in a gesture of generosity, offers his only
possession-his crutches as a gift to the Child. He is miraculously cured
of his lameness,
allowing him to join the Kings on
their voyage. The story itself plucks at the heart
in its
tender moments, yet any genuine emotions were very
much a tribute to the magic of the
evening.
Heidi Weltz, a 13 year old local student rose to
the occasion in the leading role. Her
young voice attended to the
innocence and goodness the role required. Maria Riedstra,
a graduate of the Opera Diploma program at WLU, shared the limelight magnificently
as the concerned mother. Her crisp and versatile
voice filled the cozy confines of Seagram Museum.
She could be scornful at Amahl or tender and un-
derstanding. Regardless of the mood, one knew that
the mother's love for the child was unquestionable.
The dialogue and the moments between them often
provided a spark in the evening. They captured the
author's intentions in reaching out to the children at
heart which were plenty among the capacity crowd.
The audience was treated to visual delights,
courtesy of the lavish costumes and the priceless fa-
cial expression of the three kings. John Smedley, as
the stately and authoritive Melchior; Victor
Martens as slightly deaf and confused Kaspar; and
David Falk as the star-eyed Balthazar, all showed
their professionalism and experience. They
delighted with beautiful harmonies, and solos
which remained true to their characters.
Despite the colour and spectacle, the simplicity of
the stage assured a constant focus on the per-
formers. Amahl and the Night Visitors was only
one piece in the inaugural season of the Viva Voci
concert series. For connoisseurs of fine music, with
a particular taste for solo performances,
Daniel
Lichti and the Penderecki String Quartet will be the
flavour of the month for February, with their stint at
the Aird Recital Hall on the fifth.pic Stephen Lotour
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Blue Rodeo not lost at all
by Debbie Copeland
Blue Rodeo played for a sold
out crowd at Stages December 17
and everything seemed pretty
much normal for any long-time
Blue Rodeo fan — Jim Cuddy
was your regular Joe with a
a great voice, Greg Keeler tried
his best at being eccentric, and
Bazil Donovan quietly played his
bass.
But one big element was
missing and that was the talents
of Bobby Wiseman. Lost Togeth-
er, their most recent CD, sounded
great and was one of the top sell-
ing CDs of 1992. Bobby
Wiseman played on the CD and
his unusual style was definitely
missed at the concert. Don't get
me wrong, it was still a great con-
cert but Bob's originality just was
not there.
Although the new keyboardist
was as exciting as my left toe, the
new drummer, Glenn Milchem,
was awesome and added a lot of
life to the show.
The local Doors cover band
Strange Days opened up for
Blue Rodeo and most of the
people that I asked said that they
were great. I arrived too late to
see them but some people loved
them and some thought that they
were too loud. But concerts are
loud and Strange Days are popu-
lar anywhere they go and I'm
sorry that I missed them.
Blue Rodeo played a few of
the new songs from Lost Togeth-
er but mainly stayed with old
favourites like "Rose Coloured
Glasses", "Try", "What am I
Doing Here", and "After the
Rain".
As far as excitement goes, not
a lot happened up on stage. They
played great music but hardly
said a word to the audience which
was rather disappointing since
they are a Canadian band and
important to their career. Maybe
they're just too big for us now.
All that I can recall them saying
is "This is about a shitty gig we
did in Buffalo". Very profound.
Anyways, their songs were
amazing and everybody had a
good time and that's what's im-
portant. It was interesting to
watch a bunch of girls at the front
near the stage who saved up all
their spare change and threw it at
Jim and Greg when they were
singing because they made them
laugh so hard that they could
barely sing.
The band brought back a lot of
memories with their old songs
and are doing a great job at trying
to get it together with their new
bandmembers. I've just got to get
over the fact that Bobby
Wiseman is gone now and that
Blue Rodeo will sound different
without him. They may miss
Bobby Wiseman while he's on a
solo career, but change can be
good and right now Blue Rodeo
is a solid band that is certainly
not lost.
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The Snack
by Paula Clark
Shunk! Down plunks the lever that automates the toaster. Quietly, I retrieve a
butter knife from the cutlery drawer which is strategically placed by the refrigerator.
With the free hand the fridge door swings open and the raspberry jam jar is
kidnapped from its hiding spot near the back just beyond the lost and forgotten
leftovers.
Swiftly the utensil and condiment are glided over to accompany the butter
container waiting patiently a few inches from the heating appliance. Then, ever faint
steps are heard approaching on the stairway. A door opens and he enters using
extreme caution. Not a word is spoken as he glances towards the counter and
proceeds to the table with ominous clumping shoes. For a moment the preparation is
totally forgotten. The sound of the chair scraping away from the table across the floor
and creaking as he carefully seats himself in the center of its cushioned surfaced. The
click of the reading lamp as it is turned on and it immediately produces a blinding
light. Before his
pen
is picked up a hand brushes the imaginary crumbs from the
already meticulous table top.
The hot, doughy smell of the English muffins jolts the mind to the task at hand as
it wafts up from the depths of the glowing red toaster. It seems like a lifetime since I
even entered the kitchen. Finally, the crispy golden browm halves pop effortlessly up
from the slots of entry. They rest there cooling just enough so they so not cast their
heat onto innocent fingertips. Gingerly I remove the morsels and lather them with
yellow smooth butter and sweet red raspberry jam. All the while I feel dark eyes
staring out from behind thick glasses at my movements. They are like laser beams
burning holes through my body and I suddenly feel feverish and nervous.
Quickly, without panic, I replace all supplies to their proper homes, daintily lift
the plate holding the snack and make a mad dash for the comfort of my private
room. Finally, away from those searching, accusing eyes I seek refuge and take the
first bite of English muffin. Melting under its supremeness I enjoy each bite until only
crumbs litter the plate. But, there was something missing that must be retrieved in
order to make the snack complete. Milk, from the kitchen. Dilemma number two
awaits.
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The Cord continues its regular publishing year, with a severe respiratory dis-
order. Any Letters to the Editor must be submitted signed, typed and double-
spaced by Tuesday, January 12, at 12:00 pm for the following publication. But, we
fB|»yrl#ttars that bear the author's real name, telephone number, and I.D.
number{if applicable). AH submissions become the property of The Cord and we
reserve the right to edit or refuse any submissions. The Cord will not print any-
thing in the body of the paper considered to
be sexist, racist or homophobic in na-
if tureby the staff as a voting body, or which i? in violationof our code
of ethics. By
the wa>, ourofSces are on the third floorof the Fred
Nichols Campus Centre.
' Cord subscription rates are SIS.(X) per term for addresses within Canada and
$18 outside the country. We have no subscript on rate for addresses outside the
known universe. The Cord is printed by the wacky, wacky people at the
Cam-
bridge Reporter.
The Cord publishes each Thursday unless we all get really tired of putting to-
gether a kick-ass paper. The Cord
is a memberof the Ontario Community News-
paper Association and a prospective member
of Canadian University Press. We
love you CUPpies, oh yes we d0...
Kudos for this issue go out to everyone, even
the Editor-In-Chief (who doesn't hack and wheeze nearly often enough).
Now that you're jfetested up from your long winter's nap, get ready for the
rough-and-tumble ride we like to call...The Cord.
Ail commentary is strictly the opinion of the writer (as if you haven't
realized
that by now) and does not necessarily represent those of the
Cord staff, the
editorial board, or the WLU Student Publications Board
of Directors.
Copyright (c) 1993 by
WLU Student Publications, 75 University Ave. West,
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication may be reproduced
without permission of the Editor-in-Chief. Unless you're
the maker and bottler of
Buckley's Cough Syrup.
Pro-life is
anti-woman
Abortion services denied in Kitchenw-W/atprf^
Canada
has been without an abortion law since February 1991. But the anti-choice lobby has been in-
sidiously active since then, despite the Supreme Court ruling that the abortion law violated the Cnn
stitution.
Screams of "baby-killer" and "murderer", the picketing of doctors' offices and private homes, the verbal
harassment of doctors and their families: all these are the tactics of the self-appointed, self-righteous
vigilantes who term themselves "pro-life".
Nowhere have their tactics been more successful than in Kitchener-Waterloo. For almost a year, the in-
timidation campaign of the anti-choice lobby has succeeded in nearly eliminating abortion services from this
area, since the only gynecologist performing abortions retired in early 1992.
No physician at Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital will perform abortions by referral. Instead, most women are
forced to travel to Toronto, Hamilton, or London to have their abortions performed.
Every week a woman waits to have an abortion increases the chance of complications, says Dr. John
Lamont, a physician at Hamilton's Henderson Hospital. When hospitals stop providing abortion services, the
waiting time at other facilities increases.
If women are forced to travel increasingly long distances to get their names on increasingly long waiting
lists, their health — and perhaps their lives — are put at risk.
The verbal intimidation tactics that anti-choice groups employ against vulnerable women, said Lamont,
can also increase the chance of complications.
Anti-choice protesters are directly and indirectly threatening the health of women. They threaten directly
through psychologically assaulting women as they enter a clinic or hospital for an abortion. They threaten in-
directly by increasing women's wait for abortions.
And they call themselves 'pro-life'?
"A small group of religious fanatics is trying to foist their opinions on the public," said Lamont. "The
silent majority needs to take a stand. It's time we used the democratic process and exerted the opinions of the
majority."
Abortion is a legal, medical procedure. The Supreme Court found that restrictions on abortion were un-
constitutional. And yet, anti-choice groups still insist on shouting mindless slogans, blowing up abortion
clinics, intimidating doctors and screaming at emotionally vulnerable women.
Fortunately, some changes are coming, both for Kitchener-Waterloo and the rest of the province. The
Task Group of Abortion Service Providers - a government sponsored committee - has just submitted a brief
to the Ministry of Health, outlining a plan to expand the availability of abortion in Ontario.
The report urges the NDP government to take immediate action against the harassment activities of anti-
choice groups, including injunctions. Kitchener-Waterloo is singled out for special attention.
Frances Lankin, Health Minister, has reacted positively to the report's recommendations.
On a local level, A 1 Collins, the president and CEO of Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital, says that most staff,
medical staff and members of the Board of Trustees "feel it [abortion] is a service we should continue to of-
fer". The hospital's Medical Advisory Committee will be meeting on the subject in February, and submitting
their recommendations to the Board of Trustees.
The forces fighting against the reproductive freedom of women will be held at bay, for a little while.
Even if this report is implemented fully, even if Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital does resume performing abor-
tions, the battle will not yet be won.
Anti-choice protesters will still be around harassing women and doctors. The insanity will only end when
the silent majority finally speaks up and drowns out the shouts of "baby-killer".
The insanity will only end when everyone realizes that pro-life means anti-abortion means anti-choice
means anti-woman.
Editorial by Pat Brethour, Editor-in-Chief
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those ofthe rest
of The Cord staff, or its publisher, WLU Student Publications.
Student who attempted suicide
needs support, not ostracism
Dear Editor,
I am a first year student at Wilfrid Laurier living
in residence. In my three months here at the univer-
sity I have become aware of two suicide attempts,
by two different people.
The first persons suicide attempt is only known
to the people close to them and that really care for
that person. This person is now all right, and has
dealt with the feelings they were feeling before and
after the suicide attempt.
The second person chose to inform their don of
their actions and as a result was given an immense
run around from the university and its staff. The
person was "asked" to stay away from
the residence
where they dwelled until the university staff figured
out what to do with the person, and the members of
the floor were able to cope with the actions of the
floor mate, as well as the person.
I may be naive
and unaware of the bureaucracy
of the university and its policies, but what I do
know is that a suicide attempt is a cry for help, and
it is that person who is in immediate
need of help,
not the people they live with (who were told
without the persons permission or knowledge) who
may or may not be affected by the persons actions.
The person was not admitted back to their room
until Sunday night, just prior to the meeting with
the Student Life Co-ordinator and the Dean of
Housing.
We pay a specified amount of money to live in
residence, and were given a residence handbook
full of rules and guidelines known in the
"real
world" as rent and a lease, respectively. After
reviewing the handbook to residence for the
univer-
sity, I was unable to find the clause in
the regula-
tions which stated what should a person attempt to
cause themselves any bodily harm that they
will be
forbidden to enter the room which they are paying
for.
Is it the university's policy to bend their own
rules to accomodate themselves? I see this action
as
an infringement of that persons rights as
human
being, by not allowing them to the shelter they paid
for
-
-a
A person that thinks about
committing suicide,
never mind actually doing it needs support
from
everyone around them, not to
be ostracized! By
giving students a run around they are displaying
a
blatant double standard. They say come to us,
be-
cause we want to help you, yet they
treat the person
worse than a common criminal.
I came here to enhance my knowledge,
become
more aware of the world around me
and do what
can to help change it into a better place
for every-
one to live in. I find this difficult to
do now, know-
ing that the place which is supposed to
teach these
qualities does not believe in them, or
act according
ly with them.
Name withheld by request
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The Cord's Letter Policy
» All letters must be signed, and submitted with the author's name, student
identification number and telephone number.
» All letters will be printed with the author's name, unless otherwise requested.
» Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for publication in that week's
issue in print or on disk. Disks can be picked up on Wednesday.
» Letters must be typed, double-spaced and cannot exceed 500 words (2 pages).
» The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter, but will not correct spelling and
grammar.
» The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter, in whole or part, that is in
violation of existing Cord policies, specifically : letters which contain personal
attacks, or defamatory statements.
OUSA misrepresents students
DearEditor,
As an elected student representative at the Uni-
versity of Victoria, I feel obligated to point out a
number of myths that members of your council are
perpetuating through their involvement in the
Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance.
The first myth is a belief that OUSA is repre-
sentative of undergraduate students at Queen's,
Wilfrid Laurier, Waterloo, Toronto and Brock. Cur-
rently this organization has little legitimacy due to
the fact that students at these five campuses have
not been consulted on OUSA membership through
referenda. While elected representatives from these
student associations have decided to put a portion
of your fees and the name of your student union
towards this questionable organization, your stu-
dent body has had no say in the matter.
Another OUSA-supported myth is the conten-
tion that tuition fee increases in Ontario totalling
30% over the next three years will benefit post-
secondary education in your province. This as-
sumption ignores studies like those conducted in
BC that have shown that 48% of high school stu-
dents that do not pursue post-secondary cite tuition
fees as a major contributing factor. OUSA also
avoids the fact that tuition fees in Ontario have ef-
fectively doubled since 1981 while university oper-
ating grants per student have remained relatively
stable.
The belief that Income Contingency Loan
Repayment Plans will improve the state of post-
secondary education is another OUSA-supported
myth. The leading advocates of ICLRP such as
David Stager see them as a way to place more of
the financial burden on students via astronomical
tuition fee hikes. Because these repayment schemes
would be at a fixed rate of future income, students
who make meager wages after graduation would be
faced with lifelong debt repayment. Far from
making post-secondary education more accessible,
the prospects of longterm debt will deter middle
and lower class students from participating, espe-
cially considering current job prospects.
While publications like the Globe and Mail are
paternalistically applauding the "responsible" initia-
tives of OUSA, they are also suggesting students
should pay up to $6000 a year in tuition fees. In a
time when organizations like the Canadian Feder-
ation of Students are advocating a fairer, more ac-
cessible system of post-secondary education, orga-
nizations like OUSA are instead misrepresenting
students' concerns and articulating an elitist per-
spective.
Kelly Greenwell
Director ofServices
CFS/BC Executive Representative
University of Victoria Students' Society
No one's word is law
Dear Editor,
Grrr. I read the soccer letter
by Yvan Aubin, and I ask myself
if people will ever see the light.
Firstly, I will concur that his view
on popularity of soccer over
popularity of women's sports
may be truth. But, Mr. Aubin's
other words are cause for alarm.
Yes! Why? Because he is basing
his entire argument on the fact his
reality, his perception, is truth for
all. This happens far too often,
because far too any people have
their minds closed. I'm using Mr.
Aubin's letter as an example.
"[Soccer]'s the most mindless
sport in the world". Oh. Well then
,
I assume that all sports are
mindless, and then because I
don't like to watch any, I'm more
intelligent than Mr. Aubin. Well,
I'm not more intelligent. And,
people who watch other sports
are not stupid. In saying "it still
doesn't make it interesting", Mr.
Aubin, you forgot two important
words, to me. Yes, the whole sub-
ject of perspective! Don't ever as-
sume your word is law. In the Ca-
nadian University environment, a
lot of people feel the way Mr.
Aubin does, which is all well and
good. But, even when a group
likes something, they cannot as-
sume no one else can, or should.
Taste is something seeded at con-
ception and shaped through life,
and separates individuals. Per-
haps, to someone, scoring is im-
portant. To others, a lack of score
maybe more enjoyable. And to
others, the score is unimportant.
You can't argue tastes. One per-
son will argue that the music
group they like is awesome, an-
other says they are rotten. What
will follow is a useless conversa-
tion, because the end result will
be anger, with no change of state
in either individual. The same can
happen with sports. With every-
thing happening in the world
today, useless conversations must
end, perhaps especially among
those who are higher learned.
What must follow from a discus-
sion is awareness, thought, and
eventually, action. I applaud
those who write with solutions,
unlike Mr. Brethour, but ask
what's next? Will diffusion of re-
sponsibility and the bystander ef-
fect occur? Shall everything be
left to those who do nothing? Or
will people follow through with
what they believe? Of course, one
must not believe absolute, be-
cause then thought stops, the
mind is closed. But when one
believes something, one must
take steps to create awareness,
thought, and eventually, action.
Please don't destroy us.
The views expressed here do
not necessarily reflect those of
the author.
Jonathan Winter
German Club won't
tolerate intolerance
Dear Editor,
I wish to address this letter to the person or persons responsible
for defacing one of the German Club's posters for the recent Christ-
mas dinner (the poster was placed across from the Registrar's Office).
On Monday, November 30 with shock and outrage I noticed that
someone had scribbled not only a swastika on the poster, but also the
word "Nazis". The German Club is like any other Campus Club. We
organize social activities (such as movie and game nights, and other
outings) for students — any students. Furthermore, German Club
members and Executive are deeply outraged and upset by the current
events in Germany and tolerate in no way this kind of racism and/or
neo-fascism. I would like to add that your slander is completely un-
founded and unproductive not only to the human family, but to inter-
racial relations on campus.
Kristina HUdebrand
Member, German Club Executive
Letters to the Editor
NDP's actions
"reprehensible"
Dear Editor,
I am writing to offer my condolences that you may not be able to
continue attending your college or university. Your provincial
government has just sealed the fate of thousands of students with its
announced changes to the Ontario Student Assistance Plan (OSAP)
and an increase in tuition fees of 7% nest year.
For those of you who can endure a substantial increase
in tuition
and who don't have to rely on a lifetime of indebtedness, I offer my
sympathy that you will be served either by the recent announcement
to withhold funding increases from the universities.
If you don't already know what I am talking about, Ontario
Min-
ister of Colleges and Universities, Richard Allen, has just announced
the following changes to post secondary education in Ontario. A
promised increase to operating funding of 2% will be withdrawn. Stu-
dents will see a 7% increase in their tuition fees next year. And OSAP
will not longer offer grants to needy students - they have to take loans
instead.
I am truly sorry that you have put your faith in what should have
been the most progressive provincial party in our country, and that
faith has been betrayed.
But you don't have to take it lying down. Get involved in student
government on your campus. What your student leaders are telling
the government might come as a surprise to you. Make your voice
heard. Write or call your Minister and tell him that you think the
government should be doing to strengthen your system of universities
and colleges. Make it your business to be in the know.
Students in Nova Scotia think the actions of your government are
reprehensible because they are guaranteed to detract from the level of
accessibility achieved in Ontario for students who face financial and
systematic barriers to higher education. We urge you to get out and
fight - before its too late.
In Solidarity,
Lynne Isenor,
Chair, Students' Union of Nova Scotia
Reverse sexism
doesn't exist
Dear Editor,
In response to a letter written
by A.R. Hills in the December 3
issue of The Cord, I would like to
respond to several of the points
made by the writer.
Hills expressed concern about
some statements made by "a male
representative" of the Women's
Centre on the subject of domestic
violence. First off, the Women's
Centre has no male
representative- none of our
volunteers are men. The person
to whom Hills was speaking was
a member of Men Opposed to
Violence Against Women, who
have organized to help create a
non-sexist environment at
Laurier.
Our booth during Safety
Awareness Week provided in-
formation about violence towards
women because we are a
WOMEN'S Centre. We are not a
gender relations centre or an anti-
violence centre. If someone is in-
terested in forming a group to
support male victims of violence,
they are free to do so.
Yes, women can be physically
violent towards their male part-
ners, but the reason why this sub-
ject takes up less space in our li-
brary is because it quite simply
happens far less frequently. 99%
of all violent crime is committed
by men and wife-killings out-
number husband-killings three to
one. The seemingly unbalanced
representaion in literature is not
the result of a political viewpoint,
it is a reflection of reality.
According to Hills, the pri-
mary concern of male victims of
domestic violence is that if they
hit back, they will go to jail be-
cause they are men. Abusive
men are seldom even charged,
much less punished for their
crimes. Male privilege is what
allowed Hills to leave his mar-
riage. Women in abusive rela-
tionships face extreme poverty
and further violence if they at-
tempt to leave. They are not
worried about prison, they are
afraid for their lives.
Making distinctions between
the needs of women and the
needs of men is NOT "reverse
sexism". It is essential within a
society that treats the two genders
so differently in the first place.
Beth Haydl
Alt.sex groups
still around
Dear Editor,
The alt.sex newsgroups have not disappeared entirely during the
Laurier ban. Try alt sex.wizards for graphic discussion of "sexual
technique and wizardry and the necessary data to keep wizards
healthy and happy". There are other groups in the alt set that contain
(frank, amusing, offensive...) related discussion, and a tour of the rec
and soc groups re veals... well, I leave it up to you.
Graham Solomon
Philosophy
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FEEDBACK
Feedback is a new initiative by the Students' Union, and the entire
university community, to let students cut through red tape, and get
answers from the university bureaucracy. Feedback forms are one
part of the program, where students can question the administra-
tion, the Students' Union or Student Publications. The Cord will
consider printing all Feedback forms that have the author's name
and phone number.
Why are university hours (eg. Business Office, Student Awards) so
irregular?
--David Jeffrey
Business Office.hours 8:30 am to 4:30 pm closed 12:00 to 1:00
for lunch The reason for the closing during lunch hour is that the
staff was spending so much time having to cover each other for
breaks that work was not getting done and some staff were missing
breaks altogether. It is more efficient to have the office fully staffed
for all but one hour during the day.
The payroll office is open 8:30 am to 4:30 pm to service the
counter. The counter is not serviced Tuesday and Wednesday morn-
ings because they are implementing the new banner computer sys-
tem and in order to do this they need uninterrupted time. As to how
long this will continue it is indefinite right now.
The Students Award office is closed Wednesday so the staff can
catch up on the paper work to process forms so they are ready for
students when they come in.
-Fred Nichols, Dean of Students
I am confused about a "condition of sale" concerning Seagram
Stadium. If WLU bought it, why are UW home games still held
there? Is it true UW will build their own stadium in the near future?
--Name witheld by request
University of Waterloo homefootball games are played at Seagram
Stadium, because this was one of the conditions agreed to when the
stadium was purchased by WLU from the City of Waterloo. To the
best of my knowledge, University of Waterloo has no plans to build
their own stadium in the near future.
—John Thompson, Director ofAncillary Sports and
Recreational Facilities
Why is there not a space in the library where I can have a
drink/food? It really wastes my time leaving the library to have a
coffee.
—Nicole Marenick
We cannot permit random consumption offood and drink in the li-
brary because of the very real threat of insects, vermin, and
damage to library materials from the resulting refuse. There are
some very graphic displays and signs in the library to illustrate this
point.
As for identifying a separate space for refreshments, that is
something we can hopefor when and if additional space is
forthcoming for the library. At the moment we do not even have
enough spacefor the books and the users.
--Virginia Gillham, University Librarian
Could there be posted in the library by the elevator a Library of
Congress Catalogue list and a code map of the WLU library — not
just the floor you're on?
--Kate Stokes
Those are both excellent suggestions. We willpursue them.
--Virginia Gillham, University Librarian
I would like to know why several heavily travelled grass areas on
campus (that have now been reduced to mud) have not yet been
paved (or done with interlocking brick). Paths such as the one bes-
ide the AC leading to University Ave. are not only unpleasant to
have to walk on but are also very unsightly, and in the rain
dangerous to walk on. There are many such areas on campus. Who
is responsible for getting these obviously heavily used areas paved?
Why have they not yet been paved? When will they be paved?
—Darren R. Myher
The Physical Plant and Planning department is responsible, with
approval through the budget process. Why are the areas not paved
yet? While the shortest distance between two points may be a
straight line, for other reasons, most transportation systems do not
follow this principle. Paving of all 'shortcuts' that people want to
use is not the answer, nor is it consistent with the green principle
around which the University is built. Such a walkway may also be
in conflict with short-term development plans. The areas may never
be paved, because of the above.
-Ron Dupuis, Director ofPhysical Plant & Planning
Standing up for biker
rights not a "bad image"
Dear Editor,
This is in response to Chris Porter's letter in
The Cord's December 3 issue. While I will con-
cede that the article Mr. Porter is refering to com-
pletely missed the point of why I'm not paying my
motorcycle parking fine, but he said some things
quite unjustly.
First Mr. Porter the reason I'm not paying my
fine is that the paper that comes
in students registra-
tion pakages ask's only if the student wishes a
permit for their car. A simple change on this form
to include motorcycles could have avoided the
whole mess. Even if they mailed out parking
permits it would be an improvement. As it stands
now to get a brochure one needs a permit, but to
find out you need a permit you have to read the
brochure. Neat huh?
Secondly, Mr. Porter, your own bias is showing
when you assume I'd want a Harley parking zone. I
wonder if you'd make a similar statement if I was
some clean cut Yuppy on a BMW or Honda. As for
the statement I'm giving a "bad image" to bikers, if
I was not aware that standing up for your rights
gave people a bad image.
Lastly, Mr. Porter, if you're so concerned with
biker image I wonder if you're a member of BRO
[Biker's Rights Organization], ABATE [Associa-
tion of Bikers for Awareness, Training and Educa-
tion, or any other member club of ORRA [Ontario
Road Riders Association] who are all dedicated to
improving bikers images while lobbying for our
rights with the provincial government. If not and
you are interested I am a member and can get you
the necessary paperwork.
It would be most interesting to meet with you
personally so we can discuss this without wasting
The Cord's space and staff time.
John Olliffe
Kung-Fu defense classes
no easy kick
by Crawford Samuel
I
started taking Kung-Fu
in August of last year.
Even before I walked in
the door, I decided to go to three
classes a week.
I wanted to learn how to as-
sert myself. Sometimes, people
would say things to me that made
me angry and I wouldn't say any-
thing back to them. I thought that
maybe if I learned how to defend
myself physically, then I would
begin to defend myself verbally
as well.
I also thought that if I
toughened myself up, then I
would be able to live my
life with
less trouble. I would be able to
reach my goals with more
determination. I thought I would
be able to shrug it off if someone
said something to me that was not
particularly pleasing.
I may have started to take
Kung-Fu because of my Dad.
Who knows. I've been taking the
class for over a year now and he
still bugs the hell out of me.
I was not at all convinced that
classes would do anything for me,
but convinced that I had to try
something.
I met one of the head in-
structors the first time I walked in
the door. He didn't look like a
martial art expert. He had a pony
tail, had cowboy boots on, and
was kind of rough looking. He
was drinking coffee out of a Tim
Horton's cup.
I laid my four hundred dollars
on the table and paid for a full
year.
I started out in the novice
class. I began learning the basic
kicks: front kick, round house
Ban stupid slobs
Retrospect The week in review
by Pat Brethour
Choking smokers, don't you know the joker laughs
at you?
--"I Am the Walrus", The Beatles
I
smoke. I like smoking. Other people --
about three in four, according to the latest
statistics — don't. This antipathy towards
tobacco has been snowballing in the last few years.
No smoking on domestic flights. No smoking in
the workplace. And now, from Toronto, no smok-
ing in shopping malls or sports facilities.
And why the ban? The reasons usually cited are
that smoking offends other people, and that the
habit imposes a big cost (financial and human) on
society.
Both reasons are bullshit.
Does my smoking offend you so much it needs
to be prohibited within two or three kilometres of
the space you occupy? Fine, because there's several
things that I think don't belong in a public place.
Stupidity, for example.
In return for adhering to the ever-increasing
smoking ban, I'd like to see the province institute a
ban on public stupidity.
Any offense - drooling, leering or expressing
sympathy for the Tories — would be punishable by
a fine of up to $2 000.
Colds are another example.
If
you go out into a crowded place sneezing
your head off and infect me, you're going to make
my life a lot more miserable than a whiff of
cigarette smoke would have.
Lots of things in life are offensive to lots of
people. Why pick on pack of cigarettes?
Ah, the careful reader notes, the author has
avoided (to this point) dealing with the health ef-
fects of cigarettes.
I'm certainly not going to argue that cigarettes
don't affect a smoker's health (although the effects
of four cigarettes a day, and four packs a day are
much, much different).
As the anti-smoking lobby ~ or health fascists
— like to argue, cigarettes cost the health care sys-
tem a lot of cash.
Because of this cost, the health fascists
think
they have the right to dictate other people's be-
haviour.
Lots of other things contribute to poor health
in
North America. Things like french fries, and
chili
dogs.
Fast food generally means a fast track to
the
cardiac ward. I, for one, am sick and tired of my tax
dollars funding the fat addictions of the slobs
of this
province.
So, let's ban all the McDonald's, all
the
Shopsy's hot dog carts, and
all the dairies in
Ontario.
The people eating these offensive foods
don t
know what's good for them, so we should tell
them.
Sorry, we shouldn't tell them. We should just
make
them do what we want, or fine their fat asses.
With smoking on its way to extinction,
it's time
to move on to bigger and better social engineering
projects.
First, the smokers. Then fat people. Next,
we
go to work on people who
whistle oh-so-
annoyingly at bus stops.
After a couple of hundred years (and a couple
or
thousand by-laws), we'll have a society
where
everyone thinks (and acts) exactly the
same.
Ah, the bliss of complete uniformity of
thought
and action. I think I need a cigarette...
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Students shouldn't
be fascist parasites
by Steve Doak
One
of the fundamental
rights claimed by mem-
bers of modern western
civilization is the right to an edu-
cation. In Canada, everyone is
guaranteed a free education
through high school if they
choose to take it.
The situation
for education beyond high school
is a completely different matter.
Recently the Ontario provin-
cial government announced that it
was not going to give any addi-
tional money to universities to
help alleviate the current funding
crisis. It also abolished the grant
portion of OSAP. After watching
much of our student government
be acclaimed, a disgraceful
portrayal of Laurier in Maclean's,
and Mulroney trying to shove a
constitution down our throats,
students are finally pissed off.
University students are being
asked to pay more for their edu-
cation and they are being given
less to help them. No one wants
to take responsibility for the
decline of the quality of educa-
tion at Laurier. The administra-
tion has recognized that current
conditions demand a change in
order to remain comparable with
other institutions.
The academic restructuring
committee and the campus plan
are examples of these efforts. It is
sad that none of the students
showed nearly as much excite-
ment over modernization plans as
they did over money.
The government pays over
three-quarters of everyone's tui-
tion, subscribing to the theory
that well-educated people will
make valuable contributions to
society. The government is will-
ing to invest in university stu-
dents to attain economic benefits.
Unfortunately, most students
are not willing to make similar in-
vestments in themselves. They
complain when they are asked to
pay more to assure a
level of edu-
cation that will make them com-
petitive in the national and inter-
national marketplace.
After 14 years of
free educa-
tion, now they are reluctant to put
out any money for three or four
more years.
Although students are being
asked to invest more into their
own future, they may not have to
invest the money right away. The
loan portion of OSAP is still
available to students. OUSA is
currently lobbying the govern-
ment to establish an income con-
tingent loan repayment program
[ICLRP] which will make loans
available to all students.
This means that students may
not have to make any payment for
tuition until after they have a job
and are reaping the benefits of
their education.
Students complaining about
this financial burden are naive.
The government has limited
funds for all of its social as-
sistance programs. It is selfish to
deny aid to the poor so that uni-
versity students will not have to
graduate with debts. With a uni-
versity degree, most people can
get jobs with salaries high enough
to pay off such debts and still live
comfortably. If the ICLRP is in-
stated, the loans will not have to
be paid back until individuals are
earning a satisfactory income.
Increased tuition does not
cause the dramatic decrease in ac-
cessibility that many people fear.
OSAP exists for people that
otherwise could not afford a uni-
versity education, and OUSA's
proposal could help things fur-
ther. Many opportunities exist for
people who need money. OSAP
would be even more effective
without the many cases in which
it is taken advantage of.
The alternative that is advo-
cated by most people is zero tui-
tion. This implies that the individ-
ual student will not benefit from
an education. It is undeniable that
society as a whole benefits from
education, but education also
benefits the individual.
Our economy is based on the
principle of paying for things that
are desired, and there are few
things more desirable than an ed-
ucation.
If zero tuition was estab-
lished, it would take funds from
the inferior members of society in
order to benefit the elite. This
would put university students in
the roles of fascist parasites.
I do not want to pay more for
my education, but I am willing to
make the sacrifice for something
that will benefit me for the rest of
my life.
WOMENWORDS
by members of the Women's Centre
by Beth Haydl
The
way human beings express their thoughts, opinions, and
attitudes is primarily through their language. An analysis
of words and phrases can illuminate some of the invisible
patterns of a society.
In English, the use of male pronouns to signify both men and
women has only recently been challenged. Universities and other
large organizations have instituted gender-equal language
guidelines, and in most newer texts, the generic pronoun "he" has
been replaced with "he/she". But there are still those who continue
to use sexist language without any thought to the hidden meanings
that accompany their words.
I still hear the word "mankind" being used to refer to our entire
species. Earlier in my life, this had an unconscious effect on my
thinking and my self-esteem. "Man" was the same thing as "hu4
man", but "woman" was something else. I never questioned that I
was an alien, but I'm sure I felt it.
Imagine if you were to open a textbook that continually referred
to persons of both genders as "women". What if history and ar-
chaeology were the study of the origins and activities or
"womankind" through the ages? Seems pretty silly, doesn't it?
Think carefully the next time you refer to a group of men and
women as "guys". Why not "girls"? Both terms exclude a theoreti-
cal 50 per cent of the group. Both terms fail to recognize the exis-
tence of two sexes. But one word is accepted as inclusive, while the
other is insulting if directed towards the wrong gender.
Could this be because women are more highly valued if they are
more like men, and effeminate men are moving a step down on the
social ladder?
Beyond debate should be the suffix "-man" when used to de-
scribe a woman. A "fireman" is just that — a man. At least that's
what little girls will think when they consider what they want to be
when they grow up. If I chair a meeting, don't call me a "chairman"
because I'm not one. I'm not being picky or political, just logical.
Some English words have their origins in blatant sexism, and
their continued usage is being changed by some feminists who feel
that not only does language express our thoughts, but it can also
shape those thoughts.
For those of you who still think that "pornography" means pic-
tures of people having sex, I offer this. "Pornography" originally
meant descriptions of the lives and practices of prostitutes, or "the
expression or suggestion of unchaste or unclean subjects in litera-
ture or art". Most of us know pornography as pictures of naked
women. That would mean that women are unclean.
Even if you weren't aware of this bit o' history, the idea and the
word both evolved along the same lines, within the same society.
When the word was invented, it embodied a certain concept of what
women were. If the word hasn't been replaced by one more ac-
curate, there's no reason to assume that the concept of women as
filth has been replaced with a truer one either.
Many feminists are uncomfortable with the spelling of
woman", as it contains within it the word "man" and again as-
sumes that man is the standard, and that woman is a deviation.
Alternative spellings most commonly used are the singular
womyn" and the plural "wimmin".
Unfortunately, the general public .is still determined to divide
women into two
groups - the Virgin and the Whore, the nice gir
and the angry feminist. Miss X or Mrs. X conjure up different im-
ages in our minds than Ms. X does. If I refer to myself as *
woman" I'm okay, but if I become a "womyn", I'm identifying
myself as someone who is rejecting a male-centred view of the
world. Some people don't like that.
Then, again, they laughed when we wanted to wear pants
they 11 come around.
SHOOTINGFROM THELIP
The question:
What New Year's
resolutions have you
broken already?
The shots:
"To stop dating Swedish midget
nude polka dancers"
Trish Thompson
Fourth Year Psychology
"Give up drinking till Reading
Week"
Sean Taylor
Third Year Biology and
Chemistry
"To stay on the wagon till
February"
Mike Leahey
Second Year Biology and
Physical Education
by Evan Bailey
and Jason "Rambo" Geroux
CEREBELLA by Ryan Feeley
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kick, and side kick. A round
house kick is where you swing
your lower leg to the side and a
side kick involves thrusting the
leg out. It is difficult to explain,
but simple to understand if
demonstrated.
At my first class, the in-
structor had me moving across
the floor doing kicks. My leg
muscles were not conditioned and
so after moving across the floor
for fifteen minutes, my muscles
ached. Only 45 minutes to go. All
right!
The thing about Kung-Fu, or
any martial art, is going to the
classes two to three times a week.
Commitment is vital. You have to
turn off your television and go to
class.
I was amazed at the attrition
rate. Since I have started, over a
hundred people have quit. Most
of the people quit after a month
and it isn't because higher belts
beat them up. That doesn't hap-
pen. People find out that the
classes are physically tiring and
that it takes patience to learn the
techniques.
People come in thinking that
they can become Jean-Claude
Van Damme in a month. It
doesn't happen like that. It is
frustrating not being able to
throw a good kick right away. I
have been taking classes for over
a year, and I still don't have
proper technique for a side kick.
This is my typical class. If it
is a morning class, I get there at
11:15, get dressed and stretch for
a half hour. The class starts at
noon and we stretch for another
fifteen minutes. Most of the
people in the classes are male.
They cover all age groups.
We will do a number of
things, depending on the class.
We practice combinations of
kicks, blocks, and punches across
the floor. We practice our forms,
which are different moves put to-
gether in a routine. We also spar.
The first time I sparred, I was
terrified. I didn't have a clue what
I was doing. I could barely throw
a kick. The person
I was sparring
with kept hitting me and I just
sort of stood there.
The only injuries I have
sustained since I have started are
mainly due to bad technique.
I
have punched when my
fist
wasn't closed and one of my fin-
gers got fractured.
Also, I have
hurt my toes because
I wasn't
kicking with the ball of my
foot.
Sometimes, you can get
punched in the solar plexus
which
takes your
breath away for
a
minute and makes you
feel like
vomiting. Beyond that, though,
injuries have been few.
The main emphasis in spar-
ring is to execute a
combination
of kicks and punches quickly.
The emphasis on not on power.
For power, you
can work out on
the punching bags.
In the past year, my
life had
changed for the better.
I am in
better shape. I used to get
sick
frequently, but in the
last year,
haven't caught one cold.
I have
also developed my skills and
am
more proficient at sparing.
My concentration
has im-
proved. I am able to
think more
clearly. I find that little
things o
not bother me so
much any more
- perhaps because
Kung-Fu
classes give me less
time to sit
around and think.
CORDFEEDBACK
We're here to hear.
The Cord's Feedback Booth is open Thursday, from 10 am to 4 pm,
in the Concourse. All members of the Laurier community are wel-
come to comment, although students will be given priority. Com-
ments appear unedited. All comments must include the
submitter's
ID number. Issues of pressing or enduring interest will be com-
mented upon by The Cord. We're your student paper — so make
your view known.
November 26 comments
Where's the World News In Brief? And why is it in brief?
—Pier Overduin
J.R. Artinger's cartoon is the best thing in this paper -- keep pub-
lishing it!
--Christine Mitchell
You should've had more coverage of the women's soccer victory!
Go women Hawks!
—Barb Virley
How about a crossword puzzle or something?
—Dani Hood
Why did you plagiarize the movie listings for Entertainment Week-
ly?
—Mike Beggs
Need more Domino's Pizza coupons. Sometimes the Bricker Boys
don't like to cook.
--Greg Ashcroft
December 3 comments
Evan Bailey is obviously the second coming!
—Martin Cheski
What's with Carlos Oliveira's statement thing? It's supposed to be a
question, hello?
— Trevor Elmslie
Where was Marc Hand. Good Riddance!
— Darren Mahaffy
Men on sports should learn their geography. Sid Bream's cow can't
be kept in East Caledon... there's no such place. It's Caledon East
guys. You should have known that!
—Sharon Brooks
Stop kissing Christina Craft's ass and put in a fair and objective
evaluation.
—Jason Lemaich
More comments from J. Slade.
—Jay Slade
Men on Sports where is East Caledon?? Check with your available
housemate source for the proper name of the town!!
—Wendy Wood
Again... entertainment needs much work!
—Marcus Yang
Can we find out more about these hardened criminals who appear in
"The Bag of Crime" ie. Names, addresses ?
—M. Rae Cowan
What happened to Cerebella?
—Jane Born
Great writing, need to dwell more on student activities off campus.
—Melanie Blackwell
Thanks for the COLOUR!! Great Issue!!
—David Hayes
The movie listings in the November 26 issue of The Cord were
loosely culled from Entertainment Weekly. Not attributing the
source was our oversight, one which will not be repeated.
World News Roundup did not run in Issue 15 because of schedul-
ing problems - it will be back for the rest of the year. It is only a
Roundup because The Cord does not have the financial resources
to purchase a national news wire like CP. We try to cover such
eventsfrom a news commentary perspective whenever possible.
Corrections and Clarifications
-In the November 26 issue of The Cord, the women's
shelter in Kitchener was incorrectly identified as "Enselma
House" (Cord 15, page 3, "Conference discusses rape").
The correct spelling is Anselma House.
of Ttie Cord,
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PINKINK
by DenyS DaivS
Pride
beer is no more! It was announcedby Brick Breweries
in October that they were discontinuing the packaging of
Pride Beer. Pride was a label developed in February of
1992 between Targets (a sports bar in Toronto), and Brick as a pri-
vate label which would be used to raise funds for various charities
within the gay community.
Pride was first served at Targets on March 8, 1992 and eventual-
ly was sold in some twenty bars and restaurants serving the gay and
lesbian communities. Originally the idea was to sell Pride at
premium beer prices with the difference of costs between regular
beer and premium to go towards charity. To help with the adminis-
tration of funds the owner of the label, Bob Amyotte (also owner of
Targets), approached the Gay and Lesbian Community Appeal, an
organization which acts as a funding body for the community.
There were significant problems with the laws regulating how
the sale of alcoholic beverages and the relationship of these sales to
charities and promotion. It just was not possible to establish a direct
approach such as a percentage of sales. Subsequently, the Appeal
and Brick were trying to establish some sort of relation where the
brewery would donate money to the charities of choice.
This relationship never was fully established due to problems in
premature media coverage. Conflicting stories came out concerning
the ownership of the label and Brick's position in the whole ven-
ture.
Because of these problems and others the private label of Pride
was discontinued by the brewery. Also affected were nine other pri-
vate labels packaged by Brick. Other reasons for dropping these
labels were frustrations with the owners and dropping sales. Brick
currently wants to focus on production of their own labels with
which they are enjoying much success. It is the hope of the Appeal
that this decision will not end the possibility of further relations be-
tween the lesbian and gay communities and the brewery.
Brick is not the only brewery, or for that matter company, to
work in close association with or directly with the lesbian and gay
communities. For some time now Molson's has supported Casey
House (a Toronto AIDS hospice) with money to advertise services
in XTRA! magazine. Molson's also sponsored Lesbian and Gay
Pride Day last summer. Labatt's has also done a great deal
of work
direct marketing and sponsoring of various events in the lesbian and
gay community.
In recent years many corporations and businesses have engaged
in direct marketing and recognition of the rather large lesbian
and
gay markets. Several jewelry stores in Toronto
now sell wedding
ring sets for same-sex couples, something that
has in past been very
difficult to do. Other larger companies on the new politically cor-
rect bandwagon have been Calvin Klein and International Male.
Even one major automobile manufacturer (unfortunately
I can't re-
member which one) has recognized the market with new ad
campaigns in parts of the United States and Australia showing two
men or two women standing beside their new family car.
It is a wonderful thing that finally ten per cent of the market
is
being recognized and targeted with advertising and products or ser-
vices. For companies, there is a great deal of money to be made and
a great deal of good in the form of charity that can come to the
community as a whole. Bravo to Brick and other companies work-
ing towards this. Your services are appreciated and used gratefully
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Kung-Fu improves life
continued from page 24
CCASSI'TI'BD
NEEDED ACCKWA, the AIDS I will do term papers, theses, SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN pron Electric Guitar with hard
),A ,i,7IJ, i.
Committee of Cambridge, K-W resumes with computer and laser for $436 U.S. Depart Feb.l2 carrying case; dark walnut finish,
<IA/ */j yy^/(T?(Tj and area need weekday drivers, printer. Experience in APA. Fast from Detroit. For info contact custom tuning-pegs & dual hum-
All you need is liability insur- turnaround. Sandy 658-1028. Daniella 885-0692 bucker pickups. $250. Call James
ance, a reliable vehicle, and some 1 @ 884-5092.
free time. Call 748-5556. Quality word processing by a uni- January 8-Final day to add six-
Wanted:Cheap sublet near — versity graduate (English). Fast, we ek physical Education courses Bass Guitar for sale- Cort with
Laurier. Needed Immediately! ACCKWA needs volunteer professional service. Spell which began January 4. Steinberger tuner. Also: Yamaha
Call Pat at 884-2990 or 766-1764. counselors for therapeutic sup- check/minor grammatical correc-
jX series Bass amp both in
- Port>
bereavement counselling tions available. Laser printer.
Attention Graduating Class 93 Great Shape. Will accept any rea-
Are you 20? 30? 40? 50? and stress management services. Call Suzanne 886-3857 General meetin Wednesday Jan sonable offer. Call Tom @747-
WE NEED YOU! Call 748-5556.
13 at 6pm in IEI. Come on out 2130
Kitchener-Waterloo and area Big _____ WORD PROCESSING
and opinions heard
Sisters require female volunteers Canadian Liver Foundation is $1.50/pg, HIRE ME I'M BROKE For Sale 1983 Honda Civic
to develop one-on-one rela- looking for fund-raisers for tele- Christina, 886-7434 w , h t - r„nrnn7
AM/FM STEREO $800 as is
tionships with girls (aged 4-16) phone work. Work in a warm and , di k : comforL
GOOD conditi on. Call Jason
and boys (aged 4-11). If you are a comfortable environment and UW Honours Graduate able to
phone 725-9590 and ask for Rob
725 ~5422
-
caring person and can give three fight liver disease. Apply in per- process all types of papers. of Steve
hours a week to a child, then we son at 32 Duke St. East, 2nd LASER PRINTER, SPELL
need you. Big Sister training be- Floor, Kitchener - above Cul- CHECK, AND GRAMMAR Waterloo Wellington Mvaleic rr» n n
gins Tuesday, January 12,1993. tures. Ask for Jim. CORRECTIONS INCLUDED. Encephalomyelitis inviL <P£<RSONALS
Call 743-5206 to register. Our — Free pick-up and delivery. Phone chronic fatigue syndrome suf-
greatest need at this time is in the Waterloo NDP Riding Associa- Clark at 273-7970 . WHY PAY ferers family and friends to
area of little buddies and teens, tion starting new Campus NDP MORE FOR LESS?
a meeting Tuesday January
One year commitment required. Club. Also working with Ontario
26,1993, 7-9pm at the adult
HoPe a certain tall, dark haired
With over 50 special needs chil- New Democratic Youth. Scott Word Processing Service. recreation centre King and Allen
Mae 3rd floor res. had a great
dren waiting we turn to you for Paitkowski 746-8225. Reports, resumes, letters, mailing Waterloo Info 623-3207 holiday.
I'll be looking for you at
your continued support. — lists, form letters, etc. on recycled J the Tuiret.
"FRIENDS" is a school volunteer
paper. Dictaphone, equation edit-
Wanted:One Rock/Blues band in
program where a child is paired ing, picture scanning available. Mr. Happy:
whole or ala carte, for wanna-be with a volunteer, establishing a Call Audrey 884-7123 (FOG? Cftfl-ffAftT' Welcome toLaurier!!
vocalist to jam with in the new one-to-one relationship to build -L UJ\JZjJV i. Hairball
year. Ed 884-7905. the child's self-esteem and con- HAVE A QUESTION? Use the
fidence. Urgent need for male and WLU FEEDBACK PROGRAM. Hey brother Tim -at least you
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! female volunteers. Call Kitchener pick up form in the Info centre HOUSE FOR RENT- 4 bedroom- don't have a finger in your ear!
Show you care by assisting youth 744.7645 and Cambridge 740- hallway or see feedback Close to university, parking, —
nppif
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rrfwrnvrp 3375 PLEASE! volunteers every Wed at 12:30- laundry facilities, $315 per per- OH OH OH It's a new year so it's
tao
iwf HOME, 3;30 in the Info centre hallway. son/month incl. utilities. Avail- time for a new outlook -if you
9-03 3
Loving couple with happy home WE WILL ANSWER ALL able May 93 - May 94. call 416- can't figure out which is yours
-
;
- —
. to share, hoping to adopt a baby. QUESTIONS 491-1370. then hold this up to a mirror!
Energetic and enthusiastic Please call collect to our adoption
volunteers are needed to assist in- counsellor at (613)542-0275. APARTMENT FOR RENT-3 Jello: Term test or not, January
dividuals who ave a disabi ty
bedrooms- close to university, 30 will see a kilt, a cake, and bag-
on a one-to-one basis in their (P<IM?<ARTC parking, laundry facilities-$315 pipes. S.
pursuit of leisure tKUvmes. For
CCCfDa
)TrYr7 C
Id £er person/mondi inel utilities
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rm n oh>J\ .kJC-CO available May 93-May94. Call VACUUM WANTED. Rea-
416-491-1370. sonable price, good working or-
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SIGMA CHI der. Call 885-3871 and ask for
Male volunteers arc urgently
Winter Rush "93 HOUSE FOR RENT- 5 Ivan, Paul, or Sheldon.
needed to assist on a one-to-one If you need Massage Therapy rw~ t c • ,u- u a 01 t
basis, male individuals who have Treatments to relieve headaches,
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e
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a disability and arc involved in stress athletic injuries lower
1° make your mark in parking, laundry facilities. $290 Looking for a bargain? Put an ad
leisure activities. Call Lee @ back pain, sprains/strains, pain &
™ organization that ■s comm.tßd person/month plus uul.ties in die classifieds for only 15 cents
741.2228 tension sriatia Lm
t0 excellence individuality. Available May 93 - May 94. Call per word. The deadline is Tues-
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416-49 '"'37 a days at 12 o'clock „<x,n.
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sage Therapy Clinic at 262 King
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1360. (Please check your Health Benefit
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mating,
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Plan for coverage).
13, 6pm. Be there! Committee
VOLUNTEER DRIVERS
needs to hear from ya! FOR SALE: Early 80's Aria
Got a thirst for journalism? Come
to the Turret every Friday at 2:30
for the Cord staff meeting.
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